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aBSTRACT

The main purpose ~f this study is to investigate the

physicaL and economic aspects of the trade-off between

economic qoals (e.g., growth and development) and energy

qoals (e.q., reducinq oil dependence or energy consumption).

To meet this purpose, a Non-Inferior Set Estimation

Input-output (MISE-IO) model consisting of a coabination of

multiobjective programminq techniques and Leontief

input-output amalvses is utilized. This model is compared

with conventional linear programming, goal proqramming,

input-output, and ec~no.etrics approaches. A major

innovation of this NISE-IO algorithm is the co.putation of

the maximum possihLe error, which the analyst may control to

obtain an approximation within a desired degree of accuracy.

The derived noninferior solutions in the objective space and

optimal solutions in the decision space represent 5i.ulated

scenarios of aggressive. moderate, and conservative policy

alternatives. The analyses are focustJ on th~ econo.ic

performances resu~tinq from these policy alternatives and

the energy requirements for supporting these econo.ic

performances. The cesults are presented. in graphic and

tabular. fora as refeLence for Taiwan's energy policy .akers.
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These solutions aid policy makers in energy plannin~ of

issues such as achieving a specified econo5ic growth rate

with minimum consumption of energy, the relationship between

energy demand/supply and economic developaent/growth r

lowering the elasticity of eaergy, considerations for

"industrial restructuring," and estimating the economic

impacts of assumed disruption of energy supply on the raivan

economy.

The key conclusioDs of this study show that whichever

policy alternative is adopted, electricity (implying nuclear

pover) and coal should be the priorities for econoaic

development/growth and substitutes for petroleum

consumption. To reduce heavy reliance on energy and

raw-material imports. the raivan economy should shift its

industrial structure fro. labor- and energy-intensive to

less-energy-intensive, hiqh-technoloqy, and

liqht-eaqineering aanufacturing such as "electrical

machinary industria~ blocks."
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The general objective of this study is to provide Taiwan

pol~cy makers with a mechanism for evaluating trade-offs

between economic development/growth (aeasured by sales,

income, or employment) and co~mercial enerqy use. For

purposes of this study, eight types of co••ercial energy are

examined: electricity, coal, coke, motor gasoline, diesel

oil, fuel oil, other oil, and natural gas. Fulfillment of

this oDjective requires completion of the followinq:

(1) A qenera~ descriptio~ of the Taiwan ecoDoay with

explicit reference to the energy sec~or's relationship to

the other sectors in the economy, includinq a specific set

of current econoaic energy problems and policy alternatives

requiring analysis.

(2) A justification of the energy model for economic

analysis and decision making.

1



2

(3) A comparative review of a~ternative methodologies

that have been used to investigate Taiwan's energy-economic

problems.

(4) Use of a Leontief input-output model to evaluate

possible trade-ofLs Detween sectoral energy use and sectoral

income, and 6 specifically, the definition aDd estiaation of

various types of input-output energy .ultip~ers and

coefficients.

(5) Integration of a multiobjective programaing technique

with a Leontief input-output model to estimate trade-offs

between national energy consumption and national GDP, and,

specifically, formulation of the input-output model as a

mathematical programming problem with a bicriterion

objective function.

(6) An analysis of the previously identified issues and

policy alternatives, based OD the information provided

above.
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The qovernment of the Republic of China on Taiwan

recc~nizes energy-economic policy as being a critical issue.

Consequently, many economic studies on Taiwan's energy

sector have been performed, mostly after 1979. These

studies ranqe from descriptive analyses to sophisticated

enerqy-econoaic modellinq.

Economic energy analysis is a new field. Before 1910,

relatively few economists were interested in energy since it

did not seem to be a paramount problem. Bost of the

substantive studies and journals of energy economics and

policy emerqed after the OPEC oil embargo of 1973. Kany

more studies were conducted after the oil price increases in

1919. Since energy-economic analysis is a relatively new

field, most energy policy makers have liaited experience

vith the aodels for energy decision .a~ng. They, thus,

ha~e difficulty in choosing among the videly diverging

recommendations arising from different approaches folloved

in the various studies. Greenberger (1911, p. 10) notes:

"Energy reseacch current.ly is a marketplace of
ideas, data, studies, and pronouncements. This is
healthy and desirable. BU~ the progy~ (~kg

~Qg~1~~) ~§ Q!t~~ out of touch vith his ultimate
~g ~Q~t ;j.~I!Q~t~"!!t £.Q~2Y~~1: U:he de£j,~ion .!!g~gf:).
~b!!~ ~~!§ ~~a~~~~~ gQg§ ~Qt understand the ~~I:g~
.Q~ ~h~ 2rog~~@~ (emphasis added). The producer



does little market research, and the consumer has
no reliable shopping service. Under these
circumstances, a marketplace will not operate
efficiently or to best advantage.

The need for sound enerqy decisions has never
been more pressinq than now. Enerqy modelers have
a qreat deal to offer, but they need better
siqnals from decision makers on the nature of the
problems, on the constraints, and OD vhat is and
is not critical. ~~£i2~QB !ak~~~ ~eed ~ Qett~
y~g~~2ta~g~Qg Q{ !gg ~Qg~l~, !h~ir assumptions,
2!£~ng~~~. a~g ~i!i~!iQB§,. and ~ why th~y
~£Qgg~~ ~~ ~~2~1! !hgy do (e.phasis added). The
need for bridqes is great on both sides of the
gulf, and the responsibility for creating these
bridges is a shared responsibility."

Accordinqly, this study provides energy policy makers with a

comparative review of some of Taiwan's energy-economic

studies and their underlyinq methodologies. It is the

author's hope that this effort to meet the

enerqv-researcher's requirements and responsibilities will

lead to aore effective com.unication and more useful

cooperation between policy makers and researchers.

1.2.2

There are at least t~o major justifications for new

approaches to enerqy-ecoDomic research. First, since energy

econoaics is still a relatively new field, new approaches

are justified ~s a means for increasing the diversity and

richness of this SUbject matter. This is especially true in

Taiwan. In recent years, former Premier Yun-Suan Sun has
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designated four areas of science that are of prillary

importance to the nation. The very first is "energy

research and development" (I.i, 1982a, p. 5). ACCI)rdingly,

Article Five of the Energy !anagement Law explicitly

encourages economic analysis related to energy (Energy

Committee, 1981b».

Second, different or new approaches to the problem may

provide new information not otherwise available for policy

decision ma~inq. Hew approaches applied to previously

studied proDlems can reconfirm conclusions fro. previous

studies and, more importantly, might provide Dew insights

and understanding~

Limited information on the relationships between econoaic

qrowth/develop.ent and energy demand/supply is a prevailing

problem that has been studied extensive~l by previous

researchers. The main objective of this study is to provide

Taiwan energy policy makers with a new mechanism for

examining those relationships.
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To achieve the above objectives, the content of

sub~equent chapters will be organized as following:

Chapter two is a dascJ:iptive analysis of Taiwan's economy

with reference to the energy sector's relationship to the

other sectors. This analysis is based on historical data,

energy statistics published by the government, and other

publications. Followinq this description, a set of current

economic energy issues requiring analysis is identified.

rhese issues were derived in consultation with govern.ent

officials and researchers by the author during the springs

of 1983 and 1984.

Chapter three describes the varied uses of energy aodels

for economic analysis and decision making.

Chapter four pcesents a comparative review of alternative

methodologies that have been used to analyze Taiwan's

economic energy problems. The strengths and limitations of

these models are outlined and compared. The features of the

HISE-IO model adopted in this study are also contrasted with

alternative approaches.

Chapter five contains the study's e.pirical resnlts which

are then compared with those of other relevant research.



Chapter six analyzes the predefined energy planning

issues defined in chapter tvo. The focus is on the

implications of the ~e~earch findings on economic energy

policy decisions.

Chapter seven inc~udes an overall summary and

conClusions. The limitations and critical evaluation of

this research are then finally made.

7



Chapter II

TAIWAN ENERGY ECONORICS AND POLICY

This chapter is organized as follows: In section 2.1,

three levels of energy-economic problems are developed

throuqh theoretical descriptions. Section 2.2 justifies the

focus of this study on the first level of aggregation as

deve10ped in section 2.1. section 2.3 out1ines background

information re1evant to the problem statement. Section 2."

describes the increasing emergence of energy issues with the

development of faivan's economy. Section 2.5 contaills five

current energy-economic issues to be studied. The last

section defines the thr€~ policy alternatives that viII be

analyzed in this study.

Energy econoaics and policy is an interdisciplinary

field. An incomplete list of discip1ines includes

economics, law, politics, engineering, resource geology,

biomedical impact, and environmental risk assessment. It

also includes analytical methods that are familiar to the

operation researcher: optimization algorithms, simulation,

8
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decisian analysis, and econometric estimation (Aanne et al.,

1979).

Theoretica11y, the scope of nationa1 enerqy economics and

policy issues can be classified into three dLf£erent levels

(see Figure 2.1). At the highest and most aggregate level,

it should be recognized that the energy sector is a part of

a larger econoaic system. Energy planning, therefore,

requires ana1ysis of the links between the energy sector and

the rest of the economy. Such 1inks involve the input

requireaents of the energy sector such as capital, labor,

and raw materials as vell as energy outputs such as

electricity, petroleum products, and other forms of energy.

The impact on the economy of policies concerning

availability of supply, energy prices, taxes, and so on, in

relation to national objectives are also inc1uded. For

exaap1e, energy requirements Dust be considered in order to

attain a desirable economic growth.

The second level treats the energy sector as a separate

entity composed of sub-sectors such as electricity,

petroleum products, and so one This peraits detailed

analysis of the sector ~ith special emphasis on inte~actions

among the different energy sub-sectors, substitution

possibilities, and the resolution of any resulting po1i=1



Figure 2.1:

other
energy

sub-sectors

Third Level:
Activities

Hierarchy of Interactions iJ T"1tegrated
National Energy Planning

First Level:
National goals and inputs
Energy policy and outputs

REST OF
THE ECONOMY

Second Level:
Energy sub-sector interactions

10
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conflicts such as competition between kerosene and

e~ectricity for lighting.

The third and most disaggreqate level pertains to

planning within each of the energy sub-sectors. The

electricity sub-sector, for example, must determine its ovn

demand forecasts and long-term investment proqram.

It would be unrealistic for the present study to analyze

all issues involved in the above three levels. In this

study, the emphasis will be centered OD the first level

which deals with the energy-econoaic-policy planning of the

links between the enerqy sector and the rest of the ecoAoaye

While the aore disagqregated levels may be of interest to

other researchers, the understanding o£ the aggreqate-level

framework has a higher priority than aicro-Ievel studies.

Reseachers can better perceive these micro issaes only after

they have identified and guantified those interactions

within an overall fraaevork. As Samouilidis and ftitropoulos

(1982. p. 222) note: ~It has become obvious that the energy

system cannot be treated in isolation, but within the

context of a broader system which is the economy."

Bevertheless, some of the lover-level issues relevant to the

findiDqs in this study viII also be discussed.
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Energy p~ays a vital role in the economic development of

a nation and in the progress of society (Figure 2.2). The

growth of industry, mecha~ized farming, transportation, the

improvement of living standards, and military activities ~re

all energy aependent. Since the Arab oil embargo of october

1973, the energy problem has become one of the Rost

persisting issues for both the developed and developing

nations.

Today, most nations have to take explicit account of the

role of energy when initiating economic deve~op.ent. This

is not only due to a fear of increasing energy prices and

potential enerqy cutbacks in the future, but also because

energy de.and is derived froa the structure and growth of

the whole econoay aDd popu~ation (Samouilidis and Berahas,

1983). As a result, the price and availability of energy

could significantly constrain economic production,

consuaption, and trade. Additionally, the iaportance of oil

to po~er naval vessels, tanks, trucks, and airplanes is

recognized. The security of oil supplies for Iilitary

purposes is a paramount objective of any national defense

policy. J.l~ these circuJlstances are particular~y releyant

to the Republic of C~ina. one of the countries severely

affected by the energy crisis.
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Figure 2,2: Economic Roles of Energy
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Before discussinq the Taiwan energy-economic issues, it

would be useful first to describe Taiwan's economic

development. The two topics are closely related.

Taiwan is an island with a land area of about 13,970

square miles. Although 7aiwan is not endowed with rich

natural resources and has a high population density (1,280

persons per square mile in 1980), this island has been very

successful in pursuit of its economic development goals. As

Johnson (1981, p. 1St notes: "Taiwan's econoaic development

strategy is one of the soundest ever created and is (or

should be) a model for the underdeveloped nations." Taiwan,

the Republic of China, is now sometimes termed a "newly

industrializing country" of Asia (Li. 1982a, p. 1).

since the late 19505, ~aiwan has enjoyed steady economic

qrowth. In 19&1 Taiwan's real qross national product (GNP)

was $7.l'u~lLion while that of 1982 was $47 billion,

representinq an annual average growth rate of 9.2%.

lccordingly, per capita income increased fro. $584 in 1961

to $2,3ij2 in 1982, an increase more than fourfold. The

econoaic pattern has heen transformed from aD

1 In this study, $1 refers to US$l which is equivalent to
HT$40 (new Taiwan dollars).
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agriculture-oriented econo.y into an industry-oriented one.

The tota~ agric~tural produc~ion value dropped fro. 311 in

1961 to 7% in 1982 while that of industry rose from 25~ to

50% (Table 2.1). Before 1970 Taiwan's industry ~as .ostly

la~or intensive emphasizing products such as textiles,

apparel, and electronic components. Heavy industries, such

as petrQcheaicals, steel, electrical equip.eDt, and

automob~e industry were subsequently introduced ~eading to

a more energy-intensive economy. As for trade, the total

two-way foreign trade (i.e., summation of imports and

exports) jumped from $2.1 billion, or 30~ of the real GNP in

1961, to $41.1 billion, representing 87.4~ of the GNP in

1982. Exports consist mainly of industrial products, such

as textiles, electrical-machinery apparatus and plastic

products. Imports consist mainly of raw materials and

energy. In 1980 the payment for energy iaportatioD lias $4.8

billion. oil imports alone cost $4.1 billion, equivalent to

20.8S of total import paYllents (Chu.~ 1982aJ_ ~he heavy

dependence on imported oil definitely .akes ~he natioa's

econollY vulnerable to the full impacts of £ising oil prices

and supply disruptioQS (Figure 2.3).



Table 2.1

Structure of the Taiwan Economy (1961 vs. 1982)

16

Year

1961

1982

Agriculture

31%

7%

Industry

25%

50%

Others

44%

43%

Total

100%

100%

Source: Energy Committee, 1983(a).



Figure 2.3: Energy Dependence/Security Indicators of
Taiwan (1982)
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Source: Energy Committ8e, 1983(c), p. 18.
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This sp.ction identifies Taiwan energy-economic-policy

issues reqairing analysis within the first-level context as

outlined in section 2.1.

2.5.1 ~gtg~~i~i~g g ~~~!~!~ Economic Growth ~at~ wi~h

~in:i..~g!! ~'2~2g11!I!tio~ Q£ ~~~

Kuo (1983, p. 312) Dotes: "An ~mportant concept in

energy policy is 'to achieve a certain economic growth rate

with a minimum consumption of energy.' Energy policies.

therefc~e, should not be desig~ed only for energy

conservation, but also for economic growth." Thus, a policy

of savinq energy by arresting growth is contrary to the

ecouomic obiectives ~Dd policies of TaiwaD. GiveA this

perspective, the problem is to minimize energy consuaptioD

while permitting economic growth to recover and continue as

it bas in the past. This issue forms the .ain theae of the

present study.

2.5.2 ~~!~ti2~§~ie ~~t~geD Energy Demand/Sueply ~nd

~£Q~~ai~ R~~g!gl!~~~tLQ~Q~!h

The usual measure of economic development and growth is

qross domestic production (GDP). The intuitive relationship

between energy and GDP suggests energy as an input with GDP
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as a result or output (production function). It is

important to identity and ana~yze this functional

re~ationship in order to assess development alternatives.

Only the~ can effective energy-economic policies be

formulated.

The above-mentioned relationship forms the basis for most

energy-economic studies. Because this issue is most

comp1icated and, yet. important, it will continue to be one

of the central concerns to energy economists and policy

makers. This is true in Taiwan. Although previous

researchers have conducted extensive studies ranging fro.

descriptive (BusA. 1972; Chao. 1982a 6 1983a; Chen, 1980;

Cbu. 1981. 19B2a. 1982h, 1984; Council for Econo.ic Pla.ning

and Development, 1982; Duker, 1983: Energy Co••ittee, 1983a;

Sun and Liang, 1980; Yen, 1982) to quantitative (Chaag,

1978; Chern. 1984: Chinese Petroleum Corporation. 1980,

1981, 1982: Energy Co.mittee, 1981a, 1983b; Ki., 1983; Lee,

1983: Liang, 1981. Overseas Advisory Associates, Inc.,

1982a, 1982b. raipower, 1979a, 1979b, 1980) the iuforaation

on the nature of the relationship between energy

demand/supply and economy growth/development is limited.

This relationship continues to be ODe of prevailing concerns

for further stUdy. Thus, quantitative descriptioDS are one

of the main objectives of this study.
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2.5.3

Enerqy elasticity refers to the percentage increase in

enerqy inputs required to raise the gross doaestic product

hV one percent (Kuo, 1983, p. 312). This indicator is used

to evaluate the growth relations between economic

growth/develop.ent and energy consumption.

In Tai.an energy consumption increased from 2.~ million

kiloliters of oil equivalent (KLOE) in 1954 to 28 million

KLOE in 1982, reflecting an average growth rate of 9.2~ per

annum. In contrast to the average 8.6% GDP growth rate

during the same period, the overall average energy

elasticity is 1.07 (Table 2.2). This indicates that the

growth rate of energy consumption in Taiwan is greater than

the GDP growth rate. Because, as Kuo (1983, p. 312) notes,

-to lower energy elasticity becomes a aost iaportant task

for the entire natioD,n the third issue to be analyzed in

this study is development strategies that caD lead to lover

energy elasticity.

lote that the elasticity of oil has beea sigDificaDtly

higher than the overall energy elasticity (Table 2.2). EveD

after the 1973 oil eabarqo, oil elasticity increased to 3.07

in 1975, 2.10 in 197&, and 1.48 in 1977. Only after 1977

has it declined to less than 1.0. ~hus, a more specific

concern is what can be done to lower the elasticity of oil?
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1954 2,380.1 107,656
1955 2,614.9 9.87 116,359 8.08
1956 2,805.6 7.29 122,767 5.50
1957 3,05B.3 9.01 131,833 7.38

1958 3,349.3 9.52 140,706 6.73
1959 3,795.0 13.30 151,452 7.64
1960 4,041.5 6.50 161,021 6.32
1961

4 ,291.: I 6.19 172,093 6.88

(1954-1961) 8.79 6.93

1962 4,593.0 7.02 185,630 7.87
1963 4,781.3 4.10 203,020 9.37
1964 5,425.2 13.47 227,792 12.20
1965 5,973.1 10.10 253,197 11.15
1966 6,758 .7 13.15 275,835 8.94

1967 7,100.1 9.49 305,278 10.67
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1979 26,827.4 8.53 940,607 7.76
1980 28,582.2 6.54 1,004,613 6.1111
1981 27,431.4 -4.03 1,059,733 5.49
1982 27,968.9 1.96 1,093,095 3.15

(1972-1982) 8.62 8.26

------------ -- --~~ ~----- -------- --. --- - - --~--+ -----

Source: Taiw.,n Ener'lV Stdtistic~, pp, 10-11. N
I-'
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Two considerations aerit special analysis because they

are central to the aaove discussion: "It is important to

see how far the high ratio of the growth of energy use to

the growth of the gr~ss domestic product was the result of

~~~~g~~g g~~~gy ~At~~~!!I i~ !ngividua! industries

(emphasis added), how far it was the result of a shift in

~~~ £elat!!~ ~~Q~Q~~~Q~2 Q~ ~ng~2~~ie2 ~ith high

~·~g~qy-int~n2~ty gAg t!!Q~ ~ith low !!ng~gy-intensi~I

(emph.asis added)" (OAAI, 1982a, p , 9). Increased energy

intensity in individ~al industries, measared by the ratio of

the increase of energy use to the incr.ease of production

(see Table 2.3, fifth coluan). indicates only one case with

a net increase of energy intensity. The small group of

nother" industries accounted for 4.6" of the total value

added of total manufacturing. This is due to modernization

and mechanization which involved increased energy

utilization. All the other sectors show a reduction in

energy consumption per unit of output. It is clear t~at

between 197ij and 1979 adjustments were already being aade in

energy use in almost all ind~stries (OlAI, 1982a, p. 11).

The second type of indicator, relative proportions of

industries with high energy intensity and those with low

energy intensity, one shou1d first identify energy

intensities and oi1 intensities of the principal



Table 2.3

Changes of Energy Use in Individual Manufacturing
Industries (1974 to 1979)

2J

Manufac turi ng
Industry

Index
of

p!'"o
duct i ona

Total
con

sumption
of

energy

Con
sumption

of
oi 1

products

Energy
con

sumption
per unit
of output

Con
sumption
of oil

per unit
of output

Va 1ue added
in industry

as '; of
tota 1 of
manu-

facturing

1974=100 1974=1001974=100

Food 173.7

Tex til es 168. 5

Paper and lumber 205.9

148.7

162.4

173.8

197.0

201.5

286.8

1974=100

85.6

96.4

84.4

1974=100

113.4

119.6

139.3

1974 1979

15.6 13.4

18.5 15.4

8.6 8.3

Non-meta 11 ic
mineral produc ts P 191.2

15.3 21.2

5.1 5.5

Chemicals

Basic metals

278.5

255.5

178.1

162.1

234.6

443.1

283.0

242.2

93.1

58.2

91.8

231.7

101 .6

94.8

5.4 5.1

Other meta1
industries

Others

Tota1 of
manufacturing

259.7

129.6

208.5

229.5

173.4

179.9

232.9

268.7

262.2

38.3

133.7

86.3

89.6

207.3

125.8

24.3 26.0

7.2 4.6

100.0 100.0

aIndex of value-added at constant prices.

bFor non-metallic mineral products the indicator used for production has been the
production of cement, which is by far the largest user of energy in the sector
~oncerned. The overall index of production of the sector is 163.2. This gives
obviously misleading results.

Source: Overseas Advisory Associates, Inc. (OAAI), 1982(a), p, 10.
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(ma~nfacturinq) industries of Taivan.. As vas shown in fable

2.4, there are certain industries are highly oil and energy

iAtensive. Rotable among these are non-metallic mineral

products, vith cement and glass (particularly the former) as

the principal products; paper-making; plastic raw aateria1s;

and, more generally, petrochemicals and chemical products.

rhe last are particularly oil intensive. On the other ~and,

the new, modern, advanced-technology electronic industries

are notabiy low in oil-intensity. The textile industries

lie between these two extremes2 (OAAI, 1982a, p.. 9) ..

As shown in Table 2.. 3, a shift toward the

energy-intensive .industries is apparent. For e.xa.pl~,

chemical prod uc t.Lon, an energy-intensive activi ty, though'"

performing vell in terms of overall energy c~nsumption per

unit output (from 100 in 1974 to 58.2 in 1979 ), increased

in its share of total production (from 15.3% in 1974 to

21.2% in 1979)." Basic metal production vas also highly

energy intensive and also increased its share of total

production (OAAI, 1982a, p.l1) ..

2 The criterioD of energy intensity discussed in this
section does not take into account the interdependency
aaouq iAdustries, i.e., it implicitly assumes independeAce
of each sector. This problem vill be discussed in a later
chapter.
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Table 2.4

Energy Intensity and Oil Intensity
of Manufacturing Industries

(1979)

Food, beverages and tobacco
Textiles and apparel

Wood and paper products
Non-metallic mineral products
Petrochemicals
Synthetic fiuers

Plastic raw materials
Plastic products
Other chemicals
Iron and steel
Other metals and products
General machinery
Household electric appliances
Telecommunication equipment
Electric machinery
Transportation equipment
Other manufactures

Average of all manufactures

Tota1 energy
intensity (KLOE

per $25,000
of value added)

11 .8

24.7
25.9

118.0

40.9

32.5
52.6

14.4
25.8

61.2

43.7
7.3
4.8
5.1

5.2

3.7
36.9

27.6

Oil intensity
(KLOE

per S25,000
of va 1ue added)

6.2

11. 2

13.4
50.8

18.2

13 .1

12.9

6.0

12.9
9.6

13.0

1.1

1.3

0.3

0.3

1.0

16.7

10.8

Source: Over-sea's Advisory Associates, Inc. (OAAI), 1982(a), p. 28.
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A key conc1usion suggested by OAAX (1982a) is that

manUfacturing industries contributed to the excess of the

growth of eaergy coasumption over the growth of the gross

domestic product for two reasons. First, between 1974 and

1979, manufacturing, which is necessarily an

energy-intensive activity, increased its aggregate

contributioa to the gross domestic product from 32.7% to

34.9%. Second, within the total of manUfacturing there was

indeed a significant shift towards energy-intensive.

industries (aAAI, 1982a, p. 11).

OAAI (1982aa further suggested that it is important, in

the interest of c(;,ntrollinq the qrovth of energy

consumption, to examine carefu11y the rate at which new

energy-intensive industries deve1op. In a later chapter,

this study eva1uates ·optimal" deve10pment rates for all

sectors in the Taiwan economy, including the

energy-intensive industries. "Optimal" here describes the

minimization of energy consumption on the one hand with

simultaneous maximization of GDP on the other. This vill,

of course, lover the elasticity of enerqy, vhile achieving

maximum economic growth.
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2.5.4

An alternative May of expressing the above ideas is to

address the "iAdustrial restructuring," constantly

emphasized by development economists in TaiMan for the past

feM years. Indust~ial restructuring here refers to the

shifting of the industrial structure fro. labor- and

energy-intensive to less energy-intensive (or aore

enerqy-efficie~t) and more technology-intensive operatioAs.

An economy of this type can achieve a higher leve~ of value

added and reduce the heavy burden of energy or rav-.aterial

importations. This is essentially what Japan has done in

response to the energy crisis of the 19105:

"rhe Japanese, by all rights, since they have no
domestic energy resources, should have been
devastated by it. Instead, because they have to
be nimble, they had seen it coming and had already
begun to shift their economy, as a matter of
national policy, from a predominantly smo£estack
one to a high-technology one, weeding out the
enerqy-consuming industries. They went through
one brief period of great hardship and nOM, some
10 years after the Arab-Israeli 'liar of 1913, they
have cut bac~ OR the percentage of energy used
while raising quite dramatically their production
(Halherstam, 1983, p. 1).

This type of strateqy should benefit the whole Taiwan

economy for similar reasons.

In general, the Taiwan economy is an intermediate economy

(Piqure 2.4). With li.ited natural resources, 7aiwaa is
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forced to import a large portion of ~he raw materials and

energy resources used by sectors of the econoay and, after

processing, export Ue final products and earn the llargin of

the val~e added. Basically, Taiwan's economy could be

described as hoth labor and energy intensive. Before the

early 1970s, when the international oil price was as lew as

$2~OO per harrel and the domestic ~age rate was relatiTely

low, Tai.an enjoyed rapid economic qro~th. By early 1974,

when OPEC drove up the price of liqht crude from $2.1 to

$9.22 per barrel, and again, in 1979, with the price pushed

up from $13.34 to $26.00 per barrel, Taiwan lost one uf n~r

advantageous conditions, i.e., cheap inputs of energy and

raw materials. Following the energy crises, a pattern of

"stagflation" occurred and caused a siqaificant increase in

Taiwan's wage rate (see Yen, 1982). Chao (1982a, p. 4)

notes that the wage rate within the aanufacturing industry

has maintained an average annual increase of 18~ for the

past six years. In contrast, labor productivity for the

same period iACreased only 5.5~ per annum. Chao (1982a, pp.

4-5; 1983c, p. 11) further notes: "The iDcreasinq lahor

production cost has weakened the competitive power of our

prod~cts. On the other hand, other developing co~tries

with lower wage rate have a greater potential for

competition. We have gradually los~ our favorable condition
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of 10111 wage rat.e.• " "If our industry cannot change its

structure in the neac future, our dileaaa will be getting

more and more serious." Moreover, Yen has proposed a

cost-reflected pciciag policy for necessary adjust.ents to

the domestic economy. He argued that ~·ii1aiataia.ing

uarealistica~~y low energy price3 would certain~y hold

structural improveme~ts" (Yen, 1982, p. 9). Li (1982b)

notes: "energy saving and energy efficieAcy ca~l for an

adjustment in industcial and economic structure, which, in

turn, calls for effective energy policies and strategies."

Samouilidis and Berahas (1983, p~ 7) also note: ".ajor

breakthroughs to solve the energy problells of DIe's

(developing and industrializing countries) vill reguire

changes in their institutions to promote these changes."

It is, therefore, important to identify the sectors of

lesser energy intensity and higher value added in Taiwan and

to study how the gO~2rnment can i.ple.ent policies to

achieve this iadustrial restructurinq~

3 A paper by Liang (1980) pointed out that the prices of
petroleum products in Taiwan were lover than those in
Korea, Japan, West Germany, France, and the United
Kingdom. rhe underlying reason for these low oil prices
has been to help reduce inflation and hence aaintain price
stability. For detailed discussions see Liang (1980) and
Sun and Liang (1980).



Figure 2.4: A Description of the Taiwan Economy
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2.5.5

.In addition t.o the general issues, a particular concern

has been expressed reqarding crude oil supply. Because the

oil dependency on imports in Taivan has been so high (above

98% since 1954l, enerqy security indicators (Figure 2.3)

also show an extremely vulnerable situation with respect to

national enerqy supply, particularly the supply of oil.

This is, of course, an energy-acoDomic-policy issue of

paramouat importance. ihat will be the economic i.pacts to

the Taiwan ecoDomy if there is a disruption of saerqy

SUPPly? And, how shoUld the government manage an e.erqent

case of this type so as to minimize the econo.ic loss? This

study provides the critical analysis necessary to a

framework of sound response to these questions.

2.5.6

The issues outlined all beloDq to the first aggregate

level of energ, economics and policy and are of major

concern in this study. In su~.ary, they are:

(1) ihat is the minimum energy supply that should be

maintained so as to sustain a desirable or maximum level of

economic activities?
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(2) shat is the relationship between energy demand/supply

and economic development/growth?

(3) How can the aggregate elasticity of energy and oil be

lowered?

(4) What "industrial restructuring" is required to

overcoae successfully perturbations in energy supply?

(5) ihat vill be the economic impacts on the Taiwan

economy resulting from a disruption of energy supply; aud.

how should the government manage an emergent case of this

type?

Feasible policy a~ternatives must be weighted by carefUL

consideration of the questions above.

Based on the energy-economic situation in 1978, three

possible alternati~es have been simulated for 1986: The

first one is an "aggressive policy." This aeans that the

government is planning a high economic growth rate for the

period 1978 to 1986. The second one is a Wmoderate policy·

implying a moderate growth rate. The third is a

wconservative policyll indicating a low growth rate of the

economy.
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Which a~ternative should the government take, and what

are the concerns and consequences of each one?

This stmdy analyzes, in later chapters, these

alternatives in terms of two aspects. One is to project t!le

consequences of the economic performance of each policy

alternative. 7he second is to forecast the energy

requirements for supporting these econo.ic performance

tarqets. This in£ormation should help policy makers make a

choice among these alternatives.



Chapter III

ENERGY MODELLING FOR ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AID
DECISION BAKING

In order to examine the broad variety of issues related

to the energy prob~em, a large number of energy models (EM)

have been developed. These aode1s focus on energy as an

economic resource and they are direct1y or indirectly

associated with tae decision making process. The purpose of

this chapter is to describe and justify the uses of EM.

In three comprehensive studies (Charpentier, 1974; 1975;

Charpentier and Beaujean, 1976), 144 energy re1ated models

were reviewed and characterized. Saaoui1idis and

Mitropou~os (1982), Dlph (1980), Manne et al. (1979),

Sweeney (1978), Brock and Nesbitt (1977), and Greenberger

(1977) also discussed the features and the uses of some of

the major EK. One can correct1y assume that the large

nuaber of aode1s developed cover a wide rang~ of

application.

34
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EM cali De c~assified into three categories according to

their use:

(1) Descriptive--lhis type of model atteapts to replicate

some re~evaAt features of the reference system, providing

detai~ed information on the past and present (observable)

bebavior of the systea.

(2) Predict~ve--Thi5 type of model is used to forecast

future aspects and features of the reference systea, caused

either by soae contemp~ated action of the policy aaker

(conditiona~ forecasting), or by the general dYDa.ics and

inertia of the system (unconditional forecasting).

(3) Bormative--This type of model is used to project how

the reference system should deve~op given some overall

objectives and constraints.

Using this c~~sification, the historical background of Eft

and their re~evant characteristics are evaluated.

Before 1973 most EM dealt with energy demand analysis and

forcastinq. Energy forecasting studies date back as far as

1866 (Rivett, 1979, p. 38). In the 19505 and 1960s, energy

demand forecasting was maiAly iAtended to support investment

decisions related to new capacity build-Up or expansion of

existing capacity. lhus a great number of studies,
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initiated by the u.s. automobi~e industry, tried to

establish forecasts for gasoline. On the other hand, the

peculiarities Gf the pricinq system in the electricity

market, e.q•• peak load pricing, have always attracted

econometricians. Also, see Taylor (t975) for a

cOwprehensive literature survey and critical review on

electricity de.and analysis.

There are tvo ~ajor characteristics of the Eft effort in

tae period from 1950 to 1970. First o en~rgy commodities

were treated in isolation. Each en~rgy form ~ad almost its

ovn aarket; the question of substitution among energy

carriers arose only in special cases~ Se~ond, Eft reflected

a stahle ~aerqy pattern within a stable economic

environment~ The changes in the wor.ld of energy, mere

extrapo~ations of past tre~ds~ were the result of a constant

econoaic qrovth acco~panied by regular technological

progress. %hus standard ec~n03etric techniques could be

used to estimate coefficients of demand functions for both

time series and cross sectional data.
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with the beq~nninq of the 1970s, the long period of

uninterrupted growth in energy supply/de.and that started in

the early 1950s came to a halt. Long established trp.nds

reversed. Discont~nuities became the rule. Erratic

patterns and unpredictability character~zed t~s new era.

Under these circumstances, previously used Eft were no longer

rel~aDle forecastinq devices. This argument can be

supported by the following empirical and theoretical

qrounds.

On the empir~cal front, President Nixon announced on

November 7, 1973, "It soon become evident that the u.s.

would remain heavily dependent upon (oil) imports throughout

the 1980s" (Sanne et al., 1979, p. 10). This inaccurate

projection vas based on the Project Independence Evaluation

System (PIES~ model. Other lIodels in the U~ted states had

projected a world price of oil in the range of $13 to $14

per barrel ~n 1975, a decline over the 1975-1980 period to

around $10 and then a slow increase !Pindyck$ 1978) _ Also,

in 1866 Professor Jevons forecasted tb~t within 100 years

the demand for British coal would be 2,607 million tons a

year. In 1966 U.K. coal production was 176 million tons and

total enerqy consumption was 298 million tons of coal

equivalent (R~vett, 1979). In addition, the Robbinson
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commission of the orqanization for Economic Co-operation and

Deve~opment LOECD) stated in 1960 that no persistent

shortaqe of primary energy was ~kely by 1975 and there was

no need to create new sources of energy (Rivett, 1979, p.

38).

On the theoretical front, forecasting can be effective

only in a predictaDle environment--namely, to extrapolate

past trends. structural changes cannot be predicted since

an environment cannot be predictab~e when fundamental

chanqes from established patterns are involved (Samouilidis,

1980).

Althouqh so~e analysts have proposed new techniques for

energy demand forecasting, the values of these approaches is

still debatable. For example, Finon and Lapillonne (1983,

p. 17) proposed a technico-economic approach which, as

opposed to tradi,ional econoaetric methods, looks in more

detail. at t:.le determinants of energy demand, such as the

number of trips per person, steel. output, the number of

app1iances ~er household, services industries,. etc.

Approaches of this type deal with a nuaber of variables each

of which is itself difficult to accurately determine and,

thus, the accu.~ated bias can be significant.
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As Samouilidis and Berahas (1983. p. 8) note: "The

principal question v~s no more vhat the energy de.and in

some future ye~r would be and how different supply options

could contribute to satisfy this de.and. but rather what a

robust. flexible and rational energy policy should be in

order to cope with the uncertain future and lIeet specific

economic and social qoals." It is under these

circumstances, that a !!edf b.reed of Eli aade Lts explosive

appearance i~ the world of management science.

Management science is defined as the application of the

methods and techniques of science to problems of manage.ent

decisioA makinq (Lee et al•• 1981. p. 3). Its goal is to

help managers make better decisions by solving proble.s !lore

effectively. In pursuing this goal, a number of

!lathe~atical techniques (especially operational research)

have been developed as tools. These teChnical lIodels

eaphasize the aanaqerial role of the decision aaker--the

objectives of the analyzed system and possih~e alternatives

available to management. These models are

normative-oriented. although their approaches per se are

positive.

The emphasis of EM have shifted froll the "descriptive"

~nd ·predictive" models of energy analysis to the

"normative" .odel of energy planning and management. The
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followinq characterizes the differences between Eft and

conveDtioaal aaaage.eDt science model (Samouilidis, 1980):

(1) Planning horizon--Eft generally look further into the

future than early decision making models.

(2) Systems boandaries--Usually decision .aking models

within management science describe the behavior of a firm or

aa iudustrv. Eo usally deal ~ith a higher order of

aqgregation such as a region or a nation.

(3) Supporting sciences--Whereas industrial models of

management science rely heavily on microeconomics and the

enqineerinq sciences, EM draw much from macroecono.ics (see

Fiqure 3.1).

(4) Model complexity and size--Eft tend to be more complex

and extensive than the conventional decision-making model.

(5) Model potential users--Eft ususally aim at public

decision making, whereas conventional management science

models address themselves to decision making vithin a fir ••

This case makes Eft more complicated than the conventiona1

wQd~~s, e.g., linear programming or goal programming of

management science.



Figure :3.1: Energy Modelling and Supporting Sciences

Macroeconomics
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Source: Samouiliais, 1980. p. 621.
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As described above, EM broaden the scope and the field of

implementation of management science. At the same ti.e, the

latter has a rich experience to offer to the former. Energy

modellers can therefore benefit from this reala of

management science. Accordingly, the main purpose of this

'st~Jy is to incorporate a newly developed model of

management science with a conventional input-output model of

macroeconomics to investigate the energy-economic issues

outlined in chapter two.

The role of EM is to enhance the understanding and

communication of the energy issues involving policy making.

Eft assist the policy makers to review plausible future

configurations of relevant decision variables and

parameters. It is therefore important to detail the ways EM

can become a tool useful to public decision makers.

As public policy makers and planners face the problems

of economic growth under resource or energy constraints,

they seek the best possible information on the consequences

of their choice among development alternatives.

Conceptually. planners are often faced with trade-offs

between various levels of ecological purity. resource use,

and economic activity. The essence of these trade-ofis may
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be illustrated with the use of a production possibilities

curve (Fiqure 3.2). This curve shows the relationship

between levels of environmental cleanliness, resource use

(depletion if the resource is not rene~able), and economic

activitYe As shown in Fiqure 3.2, it is clearly possib:e to

have a pristine (100~ clean) environment at the cost of a

zero level of economic activity. On the other hand, it is

possible to have a "tota.l.ly dirty" environment but have a.

hiqh level of economic activity. Further, it is possible to

show the relationship between levels of economic activity

and resource use. This production or technological

relationship simply reflects the use of resources in the

p~oduction process and shows a proportional relationship

betwe~n resource use and levels of economic activity (Harris

and Ching, 1982).

From a decision .a~er·s standpoint, it would be extremely

helpful to quantify some of the above relationships. Then,

decision makers would be better able to aa~e informed

decisions regardinq alternative courses of action.

The job facing the energy modeller is to identify the

above-mentioned guantitative relationships by applying

energy aodeLling techniques to the reference system. 1

formal mod~l of a qiven reference system can be defined as a
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Figure 3.2: Trade-offs between Regional Economic Activity
and Either Regional Resource Use or
Environmental Pollution
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"system expressed in a formal language, and synthesized from

representations of selected elements of the reference

system, and their assuaed interelationships· (Greenberger et

al., 1978, p. 49). Xhis definition implies the following

(Samouilidis and Berahas, 1983; Ackoff, 1979a):

(1) A model refers to some system, object, or process.

(2) A model represents and approximates selected features

of the relevent reference system.

(3) Formal models utilize formal linguis~ic systems to

represent selected features of the reference system.

(4) rhe optima~ solution of a model is Dot an optimal

solution of the problem unless the model is a perfect

representation of the problem.

The last point is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Since a

model is only an abstraction and simplification of some

selected parts and features of the real vorld g the

iaplementation of the solution giyen by the model requires

the inteqration of all those elements not included in it.

Usually these missing elements and features are the

non-quantifiable factors, such as the political issues

involved, the behavioral aspects characterizing the

reference system, etc. As Koreisha (~980, p. 96) remarks,
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"failure to consider Don-quantifiable factors when assessing

the models' results can lead to misleading conclusions."



Figure J.J: Modei versus Problem Solution

process

Source: Samouilidis and Berahas, 1983, p. J.
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Five broad c1asses of prob1eas and limitations of EM can

be identified as follows (Samouilidis and Berabas, 1983;

Saaouilidis, 1980):

(1) System complexities--involving the difficulties

inherent in the ~at~~e of the pbenomena to be modelled and

in expressing these pbenomena in forma1 (usually

matbematical) ways (e.g., uncertainty, complexity,

addressing the wrong prob1em, etc.).

(2) Political complexities--involving the difficuties

inherent in the poAitical nature of the policy-making

process (e.g., conflicting interests, pressure groups,

etc.).

(3) Mode1 complexities--involving the difficu1ties

inherent in the complex structure of large-scale models

usually developed for addressing policy guestions (e.g.,

detail vs. simplicity, availability of appropriate

methodologies, and algorithms, etc.).

(q) Communication complexities--involving difficulties

inherent in the lack of communication channels linking the

various agents in the mode11inq process, and communication

problems often encountered between analysts and plauners
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resu~tinq from individual differences, time constraints, and

unsatisfactory model dQcumentationso

(5) Data co~~lexities--involvingdifficulties inherent in

the process of capture and manaqement of large guantities of

data usually required by policy models (e.g., availability

of data. qua~ity o£ ~ata, data indexing. etc.).

The last point of data complexities is particularly

notable because there are alterna.tive ways of measuring

energy and handling energy data indexing. Percebois (1979)

discussed different interpretations for .easuring energy

intensity. Smith (1984) presented common problems

extensively involved in energy indexinq~ For example, to

measure electricity from a nuclear power plant, the World

Bank bases its calculations on the starting point, i.e.,

total (gross) energy content of nuclear fuel (most of which

is ~ost in the form of heat during the process of

qeneration~, whearas the United Nations bases its

calculations on the end point, i.e., actual (net)

electricity generated. ~he former is about three tiaes the

latter measurement. It is, therefore, important to specify

which the energy modeller uses in order to present correct

interpretation. leverthel~ss, it has heen found that .aDy

enerqy-economic studies fail to do so. For exa.ple, all the
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energy models compared in this study (see chapters four and

five) did not specify this point. Only the study by

Overseas Advisory Associates, Inc. (OAAI) indicated that

their data were based on the starting point (gross energy).

For the present study, data measurement is also based on the

qross energy. Xhis convention rather than net energy is

especially useful when oil substitution and reduction are of

primary concern.

Indexinq problems of energy data are even more

complicated than the above-mentioned energy-measuring

problems. In qeneral, the index of energy dat~ are in heat

(e~q., Btu), ~eight (e.g., tons of oi~ equivalent), or in

volume (e.g., kiloliters of oil equivalent). To convert

different types of energy (e.g., coal, oil, natural gas,

etc.) to a common index may cause potential problems (see

Griffin and Steele, pp. 6-7, for details). As Smith (1984,

pp. 37-38) notes, there is no universa.l enerqy index. The

index must be chosen carefully to fit the task of interest

and to be sure that it is helping to fi~d, not obsurin9, the

answer to the question at hand. For exaaple, measurement in

volume is not as accurate as the other two alternatives,

because oil products become altered in volume in the course

of refinery process and under different temperatures.

However, after considerable thought was given to the
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question, kiloliters of oil equivalent (KLOE) were adapted

for this study. This is justified on the grounds that,

first, KLOE has for ~any years been the unit in which eDerqy

consumption has been measured iD Taiw3D. The desirability

of continuity and comparability, and the use of available

data are advantageous. Second, one of the primary concerns

of the present study is with problems of energy imports and

primary energy and the reduction of the dependence on

imports of oil. .It 1I0uld be auch easier for policy makers

concerned to visualize the dimensions of some aspects of the

problem if it is presented in terms of oil use.

Reviewing the d~fficu1ties in EM, one can be misled to

believe EM can only serve as exercises in acadeaic fntility

with little practical value. Yet the plethora of aode1s

addressinq important policy issues is an indication that

1I0dels and modelling are indeed vital. without thea ao

formal analysis can be carried out. Thus, it is important

to possess an appropriate attitude regarding EM and their

use in public policy making.

HoLfllan (1978) points out that "there is often a quite

unrealistic attitude regarding mathematical models and their
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use in po1icy and decision making." The tvo extremes of

this attitude are:

(1) Wariness of decision makers towards models, feeling

that the models reduce their role and degrees of freedom,

which are essential for their political survival.

(2) Tendencies on the part of analysts to view their

models as the ultimate tool, without which it is impossible

to make rational decisions.

Problems do exist in developinq and using energy policy

models since they have inherent limitations. Yet it is

obvious that the failures, problems, and liaitations of

models in policy analysis are integral parts of the

failures, problems, and limitations of policy analysis and

planning themselves. rherefore, it is essential to have a

balanced vieH of the above-mentioned two extremes: ~odels

are essential as decision aids in the policy making process;

yet their contributions may be overshadowed by the political

feasibility of the proposed policies.
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Xhe major uses of EM were described in section 3.1, i.e.,

descriptive, predictive, and normative. Eft also have some

indirect hut nevertheless very important uses. These

include: communication between and among analysts and

decision makers, simplification of the issues for enhanced

understanding, generation of new ~oints of view and

polarization of thinking, attraction of public notice and

promotion of public issues. Al~ these contributions and

uses of EM are impressive.

Xhe use.fulness of E~ is largely determined by the process

of "verification and validation." Kodel verification deals

with the internal coasistency of the model structure and

desig~ It is an attempt to ensure that the model behaves

as the modeller intended. Kodel validation deals with the

external consistency of the model, i.e., testing the

agreement between the behavior of the model and the real

world systea being modelled. Verification and validation

are important parts of the modelling process, and without

them it is not possible to consider the information provided

bV models as valid and of any value in decision making. Yet

it is iaportant to realize that only a few of the

conclusions reached during the verification and validation
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processes are tangible and permanent, due to the volatility

of the reference system, and the coaplex interrelationships

i.nvolved (SalJouilidis and Berahas, 1983).



Chapter IV

COH?ARATIVE SrUDIES ON SELECTED METHODOLOGIES

As described in chapter three, there are many

energy-economic methodologies. In this chapter, the

concentration is on the m~thodoloqies deemed relevant to the

present st~dy:

(1) input-oatput multipliers a~d coefficients,

(2) linear programminq input-output (LF-rO),

(3) qoal proqramming input-output (GP=IO), and

(~) non-inferior set estimation input-output (RISE-IO).

The purpose of tals chapter is to describe the nature and

the uses of these moiels. As explained in chapter one,

their different perspe~~ives and uses provide iaportaAt

information to enerqy policy .akers.

In section ~.1, the standard Leontief interindustry .odel

is described. Within this framework, input-output

multipliers and coefficients of various types are defined.

Careful consideration is taen given to energy-econoaic final

demaAd coefficients as the most appropriate indicators for

investigating trade-offs between economic development and

energy use on the sectoral-level analysis.

55
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In section 4.2, input-output models are integrated with

optimizing techniqaes for the macro-level analysis. The

uses of LP-IO are introduced and, specifically, an LP model

by Taipower (1980) and an LP-IO model by the Energy

Committee (1981a) are discussed and criticized. The LP-IO

aodel is then extended to multiobjective function analysis.

Goal proqramai~g (specifically, GP models used by Taipover,

1980, and GP-IO models used by CPC, 1982) and geueratinq

techniques are discussed and compared. An alternative

(NISE-IO) which will be used as an analytical tool in this

study is presented. Finally, a summary and comparison are

made in section 4.3.

4.1

4.1.1

~!!~ ~;§Q!!~J;~l J;!!·~~R!~DO~~RY ~QQ£!1

~!!~ ~~§.;i~ gQg~!

Since Leontief's initial work in the 1930's, many

presentations of input-output models have appeared in the

literature (Bills and Barr, 1968; Carter, 1974a; Chenery and

Clark, 1965: Ching, 1981; Dorfman et al-, 1958; Fisher,

1958; Harris and Ching, 1982; Lee et a~., 1976; Liev~ 1977,

1980; Malinvaud, 1954; O'~alley, 1973; Park, 1982: Penn and

Irwin, 1977: nasaussen, 1957; Richardson, 1972; Sapir, 1976;

Ian, 1969). In general, input-output mode1s depict the

monetary flow of goods .~pq services throughout the econoay.



All sectors in the economy purchase goods from one another

and use these qoods in the production of a final product.

Mathematicallv, this type of interaction may be expressed

as:·

57

xll + x12 +.

x2l to x22 +•

•

+ x1n + y1 = Xl

+ x2n + y2 = .x2

•

where:

xnl .. xn2 +. • • + xnn + yn = Xn

xij = sales from sector i to sector j,

i,j = 1,2•••••n;

yi = final demand for products of sector i,

i = 1.2•••• "'n;

Xi = total output of sector i.

i = 1.2•••••n.

• Because the text of this dissertation has been prepared
with a computer on which t=ue subscripts are not
available, none have been used. Instead, subscripts are
p~aced on the same level as the variables themselves.
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In input-output analysis, linear production activities

are assuaed, i.e. c they utilize production processes that

are homoqeneous of degree one. As a result, it is

appropriate to define the production activity for each

sector in teras of a set of input/output coefficients:

aij = xij/Xj

Thus, the equatioQ system showing the interdependencies

of the various sectors may be rewritten as:

al1X1 + a12X2 +.

a21I 1 + a22I2 +.

+ alnin + y1 = Xl

+ a2nIn + y2 = X2

•

•

anlil + an2I2 +••• + annXn + yn = Xn

This equation system can be expressed in matrix notatioQ as

..
AX + Y = X

where:

I = n x 1 vector of sector outputs,

y = n :It 1 vector of final demands, and

A = n Jt n matrix of technical coefficients.
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The matri~ A or technical coefficients are sometimes

referred to as a production recipe because the co~uan shows

the quantity of production or service required from each

sector to produce $1.00 of output by the~sector ~eadiDg the

colum~

Since the general purpose of the teontief interindustry

model is to determine· the effects of changes in final demand

on the reqional economy, one can rearrange the equation

system as follows:

x = U-A)-l Y

where:

I = n x n identity matrix.

This is the basic equation of input/output analysis. The

interindustry matrix, (1-A)-I, can then be used to determine

the economic effects within the context of interindustry

mUltipliers as discussed iD the following sections.

Output, employment, and income mUltipliers are usually

referred as traditional economic multipliers. For exa.ple,

Bills and Barr (1968) estimated income and e.ployment

multipliers for a reqional economy.
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The output (sales) multiplier is defined as :

where:

S = 1 4 n vector of output multipliers, and

j = 1 x n sum vector.

Thus the output or sales multiplier is the coluan sums of

the interindustry matrix, (I-A)-l. The output multiplier

can be interpreted as follows: if the final de.and of the

kth sector were to increase by one unit, the kth output

multiplier wo~d indicate the change in output in the whole

economy.

Other input/output multipliers can also be derived. The

followinq equations iefine the employment multiplier:

~ = P (I-A)-l

pi = qi/pi

¥here:

p = 1 x n vector of direct employment

coefficients, i.e., the ratio of total

employment to total sales for each sector;

elements of p are pi.

q = 1 x n vector of total direct and indirect
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chanqes in employment; elements of q are qi.

(~hes~ are also referred to as

employment-final demand coefficients).

Pi = employment multiplier for the ith sector.

The employment m~ltiplier, Pi, shows the total change in

regional employment if employment in the ith sector

increases by one unit.

Another conventional multiplier is the income multiplier

which is defined as:

z = w (I-A.-l

Ii = zilvi

where:

w = 1 x n vector of direct income coefficients,

i.e., ratio of sectora~ income to total sales

for each "sector; elements of ware wi.

z = 1 x n vector of total direct and indirect

changes in income; elements of z are zi.

(These are also referred to as income-final

demand coefficients).

Ii = income multiplier for ith sector.
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The income multiplie~, Ii, shows the total change in

reqiona~ income i£ income in the itb sector increases by

$1.00.

4.1.3

Ching (1981. and Harris and Ching (1982) argue that the~e

is no reason to focus only upon usual economic multipliers

(e.g., sales, income, and employment); resource multipliers

are also appropriate. In particular, they discussed vater

multipliers, water-economic final demand coefficients (e.g.#

water-income and water-employment final demand c~efficients)

and their application to regional econoaics. They argue

that if one were interested in the effects of energy

utilized by the sectors in the economy, this same multiplier

concept would apply. One need only define the direct energy

coefficients and then utilize the (I-A)-I matrix to compute

the desired direct and indirect effects which would then be

used in the coaputation of the energy multiplier.

The energy multiplier is defined as follo¥s:

r = e (r-A.-l

Ei = ri/ei

where:

e = 1 x n vector of direct energy coefficients,
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i.e., ratio of total energy used to total

sales for each sector: eleaents of e are ei.

r = 1 x n vector of total direct and indirect

changes in energy use; elements of r are ri.

(Xhese are also referred to as energy-final

demand coefficients).

Ei = energy multiplier for ith sector.

The enerqy mUltiplier. Ei. shows the total chanqe in

reqional energy use if energy use in the ith sector

increases by one unit.

This approach is more useful than that of direct energy

coefficients. because it counts the total (direct plus

indirect) effects on the whole economy arising from

particular caanges within a specific sector. On the other

hand, there are limitations to this approach. i.e., only

energy consumption (which is a "cost") is accounted while

the "value added" (which is a "revenue") of economic

activities is excluded from the model's function. Por

example, the automobile sector requires significant energy

inputs. iithin the =riterion of the energy mUltiplier (or

energy-final demand coefficients). policy makers might

decide to constrain the expansion of this sector to reduce
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total energy cansumption. However, they have to re-evaluate

the decisio~ if the value added (direct and indirect

effects) of the automohile sector is taken into account.

For this purpose, Harris and Ching (1982) further extend

the idea of interindustry multipliers to examine the

trade-offs between energy use and economic entities. One

such multiplier is t~e energy/income final demand

coefficient which estimates the trade-offs between energy

use and sectoral income within an interindustry context, and

can be shown as:

li = ri/zi

where:

Ti : 1 x n vector of energy-income final de.and

coefficie~t which reflect the total (direct

plus indirect) change in energy use per

unit total (direct plus indirect) change

in income, brought up by sector i.

Accordingly, this .odel is adopted in this study.
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As indicated in previous sections, a strength of

input-output m~dels is the abi~ity to explicitly describe

the regional economy in the context of sector

interdependence. Xhis a~kes input-output aDa~ysis a aore

desirable research tool than the traditional aicro and

partial equilibrium macro approaches for energy studies.

Energy flows are not concentrated in one sector, industry,

or firm, as has been assumed in past economic analysis.

Most energy is consumed not as final product but as a

-derived" de.aDd by sectors in the economy. In fact, energy

is quite similar to other primary inputs, such as capital,

to al~ economic sectors.

Interdependeace arising from energy flows is far greater

than had been recognized. Researchers have only recently

bequn to comprehend the complexity of energy transfers and

usage throughout the economy_ Analysis of the relationship

of energy to various companents of the economic system

requires treatment of those components in the context of the

total econoaic setting of which they are a part (Penn and

Irvin, ~977)_
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The enerqy/incoae final demand coefficients emphasize

activities at the micro/sectoral level. This approach is

most useful when planners are interested in evaluating the

development alternatives of a specific sector. It tells the

planner how much energy supply should increase/decrease if a

proposed stimQ!atinq/discouraqinq strategy is to be

implemented in a specific sector.

The energy/incoae final demand coefficients are also

useful to identify the potential sectors that should be or

shou~d not be stiau~ated if minimizing energy consumption

and ma%i.iz~g sectoral Yalue added are the major concerns.

However r w~thout other information r meaningful planning

cannot be perfo~med. On the basis of interindustry

multipliers and coefficients alone~ there is no interacting

mechanism among sectors to compete for a given amount of

resource or energy. That is, within a regional econoay,

given an increase/reduction of energy supply, one knows the

potential sectors that should be stimulated/discouraged by

comparing their energy-economic multipliers and

coefficients. But one does not know "to what extent" the

potential sectors would expand/contract aud, thus, one

cannot design a meaningful allocation scheme to cope vith
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the chanqe in the enerqy sup~ly for the economy. To

circumvent this problem, input-output aodels are often

integrated with mathematical programming techniques for

macro-level st.udies.

4.2.1

.Many econollic planners have recognized that interindustry

ana~ysis can be used within the context of linear

proqramming models. The integration of I/O analysis and

linear proqra••inq techniques can provide much information

not available from separate application of either technique

(Harris, 1982). 7he former provides feasible regional

economic production possibilities in the context of industry

sector interdependence. The latter enab~es the analyst to

choose the optimal production alternatives.

Researchers have used input-output analysis and linear

proqramminq procedures within the regional econoay to

maximize a desired benefit or minimize a loss. Richardson

(1972) enumerates possibilities used for 2inear prograaming

alqorithms and input-output analysis. He suggests that the

two models are useful in policy analysis where the

interindustry model derives the technical interrelationships

between economic sectors and linear programming algorithm
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strives to achieve a sta~ed objective. Studies by Leung and

Hsu (1984)6 Penn et ale (1916), O'Malley (1913), Richardson

(1912) and Dorfman et ale (1958) have used interindustry

analysis and linear proqramming procedures to maximize

~egional income. final demand or employment subject to a

resource constraint such as energy, water or labor

availability.

In studying Xaiwan's energy-economic problems, both

Taipower (1980) and the Energy Committee (1981a) have used

linear proqra~.ing models. Taipower (1980, pp. A9, A53-A55)

formulated a model to maximize GOP subject to energy

resources availahility constraints and sector'al capacity

constraints (upper and lower bounds). There are tvo main

p~oblems with this approach. First, on theoretical grounds.

this model does not consider the interindustrial

relationship between economic sectors. It assu.es

independence among sectors. This is not true in the real

world. Second. on empirical qrounds. the right hand side

value of the energy resources availability (which are

exogenously determined) may be underestiaated, as indicated

by this Taip~wer study. As a result, there is no feasible

solution to this LP model (Taipover. 1980, p. A-52). While

the empirical problems could be identified through the

simplex tableaus and remedied by changing values of right
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hand s~de eleaents or relevant coefficients, the failure to

include interin&ustrial constra~ts is of critica1 conceru.

This ~odel, therefore, is not an adequate one for energy

planning.

Another LP model developed by the Energy Committee

(1981a, pp. 62-90) improves upon the aforementioned model.

It is a linear p~ogramming input-output (LP-IO) model also

set up to maximize gross domestic production. The

constraints set incl~de labor and energy resource

availabilities, interindusty restrictions, and sectoral

capacity bounds. The major results of this study are

derived from SQ~sitivity analvses of the economic impacts

due to shortaqes of energy supply, changes of import/export

policy, improvement of energy-saTing technology and the

ratio chanqes of energy ~es for inter~ediate production to

energy uses for final demand.

This model, based on the single-objective of maxiaizing

GDP, provides many significant results and policy

recommendations to Taiwan energy-econoaic policy makers.

However. within a regional economy most problems are marked

Qy multip1e, sometiaes conflicting objectives. The

attainment of a single objective as in conventional linear

programming is useful, but in reality policy makers are
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confronted wLth derivinq plans which will try to satisfy to

some deqree many desired or expressed objectives. This type

of procedure is called multiobjective analysis.

4.2.2 ~~~g!~~Q~i~~~~Y~ g~Qgra~ming Y§. ~ulti-oQj~£!!Xg

~~Q.g£!!!!!!!~~g

Hultiobjective analysis is one of the mathematical

programming techaiques called vector optiaization. It

cannot be characterized as new, since Kuhn and Tucker (1951)

and Koopmans (1951) ~ust be credited with its discovery.

However, vector opt~mization theory remained relatively

undeveloped fro. 1951 until the 1960s when multiobjective

public investment pcoblems became more co••on and

"trade-off" becalle a favorite word of managers, plaDJlers,

and decision makers in both the private and public sectors.

During the past decade, particalarly during the latter

portion of it, a great deal of effort has been devoted to

the development of solution techniques for vector

optimization probleas (see Cohon and ftarks, 1975; Fandel aAd

Gal, 1980; Goicoechea et al., 1976; Hwang et al., 1979;

Nijkamp and Spronk, 1981; Rietveld, 1980; Siskos and Hubert,

1983; Zeleny, 1982; Zoint, 1978). The origins of this

effort have been varied: techniqUES have been developed by

systems analysts and decision theorists for private and
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public sector prable~s, by control theorists for engineering

(guidance and design. problems, and by water resource

economists and systems analysts for water resource (public

sector) plaoning problems. All of the contributors to the

recent develop.ent af vector optimization theory shared one

or two common goa~s: the formulation of methods which are

theoretical~y operational and which atteapt to avoid the

large computational effort associated with aultiobjective

problem. In the field of econoaics, mUltiobjective

programmiog is receiving growing attention and promises to

have great potential use in the future.

In considering the roles of the analyst and decision

~aker in the public decision-makinq process, mUltiobjective

approaches are superior to conventional single-objective

~ethods. Xhe key point here is that analysts should analyze

and decision make~s should decide. This point will be

developed in subsequent paragraphs.

Single-objective models identify Woptiaal" solutioDs--the

feasible solution that is best in terms of a single aeasure

of value. Decision makers are given the choice of accepting

or rejecting this single solution without learning anythiug

about how the solution compares with other feasible
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solutions. s Since in a public decision-making context, a

single objective can be defined only by aaking iaportant and

perhaps controversial value judgments, the analyst is forced

by single-objective approaches to usurp a large part of the

decision makers' responsibilities (Cohon, 1978, p. 316). As

Zeleny (197&, p_ 150) notes: "It is important to realize

that whenever we face a single attribute, an objective

function, an ~tility function, or any other single aggregate

is implicit in the measurement and it is made explicit by

the search." Zeleny (1981) also discusses prevailing

misuses of linear programming for decision making.

Multiobjective analysis, by contrast, emphasizes the

ranqe of choices associated with a decision. "It is Q~lI

when facing multiple attributes, objectives, criteria,

functions, etc., that we can talk about decision making and

its theory" (Zeleny, 1976, p. 156). ~he iaportant judgaents

regarding the relative values o£ objectives are not aade by

the analyst; the burden of making these value judgments

rests, instead, squarely on the shoulders of the decision

makers. Instead of' optiaizing a single objective function

5 Al.though sensitivity analysis may present aJ.ternative
solutions, the approach is quite different in nature fros
that of multiobjectives programming. This point will. be
elaborated later.
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s~biect to a set of constraints, multiobjective analysis

seeks to derive the trade-offs between multiple objective

functions subject to constraints or finding the "best"

possible val~es andec the given conditi~n. That is to say a

single optimum solution may not be so~ght in m~ltiple

objective analysis. Instead, it is a set of "noninferior

solutions" or "nondolllinant solutions," which can be defined

in the following way (Cohon, 1978, p. 70):

"A feasible solation to a lIIultiobj~ctivc

programming problem is noninferior if there exists
no other feasible solution that wi~l yield an
improvement in one objective without causing a
degradation in at least one other objective."

This definition may be easily explained by Figure 4.1

which is a collection of feasible alternatives in a

two-objective problem. The axis of the figure, Z1 and Z2,

represent the objective functions. The plot is in objg~~iX~

In this figure, point C is considered a do.inated

solution because at point B one gets more Z1 vitkout

decreasinq Z2. A~o at point D one derives more Z2 without

decreasinq Z1. In contrast, the arc betwe2n points A and B

are nondominated solutions because as one goes from 1 to B,

an increase in one objective is only derived by a reduction

in another objective. Noninferiority is thus shown to ~ave

a meaning si~ilar to "Pareto optimality" in economics.



Figure 4.1: Graphical Description of Noninferiority for
An Arbitrary Feasible Region in Objective
Space

Z2

L.- -.!... ~ Z 1

zl

Source: Cohon, 1978, p. 70.
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In sinqle objective models, all project effects are

measured in teras of a single unit, e.g., all project

effects are measured in dollars when maximizing profit. In

multiobjective ana~ysis, however, the decision maker pursues

results with explicit consideration of the relative value of

proiect impacts, i.e., vith multiple objectives, project

effects are measured in relative teras of the different

obiectives (e.g., dollars, Btu, etc.). This is advantageous

because arbitrary conversion often contains bias. For

example, the basic interindustry transactions, as

represented hy tae input-output table expressed in monetary

units, may Dot be a good representation of energy use by

industry because different sectors may pay different prices

for the same energy type. Energy flow expressed in physical

units is Dore reliaDle than arbitary conversion of dollar

measures (Leung and Hsu, 1984, p. 117). In addition,

original units provide a more intuitive basis for

interpretation of tae study's res~ts (Harris, 1982).

4.2.3

There are several methods for deriving solutions to

multiobjective problems, e.g., goal prograaaing and

generating techniques. 6 Goal programming is undOUbtedly the

• More than two dozen different technigues for solving
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most well-known multiobjective method. .It vas deve.loped by

Charnes and Cooper (1961, pp~ 299-310). Based on

minimization of the sum of weighted absolute deviatioas of

obiectives zi(x) from targets (Ti), a goal p~ogra••ing

problem can be formulated as:

min

s.t.

IIi. (di+ei) (Li- i j

x E X

x >= 0

zi(x)-di+ei = ri

di,ei >= 0

i = "',2: ••• ,K;

(4-2)

(4-3)

(4-4)

(4-5)

Where vi is the lIeight or priority attached to the ith

goal, di and ei are the positive and negative differences of

the ith objective fro. its target Ti. respectively, x is an

n-dimensional vector of decision variables, "En means

"belonqs to," and X is the feasible region in decision

space. fhe vi can also be split into tvo components--one

for positive differences (di) and one for negative

differences Cei). Neely et ale (1971) provide a good

example of goal programming. Others have used goal

proqramming in areas of accounting for control (Ijiri•

• ultipl~ objective prograawing proble~s have been
developed. For a detailed classification and comparison
of some of these approaches, see Cohon, 1978.
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1965)Q Lee (1972) has applied goal programming to problems

in production planning, financial decisions, academic

planning, and medical care. Goal programming has been

app~ed primari~y to private sector problems by Charnes et

ale (19G8, 1969), Spivey and Taaura (1970), Lee and Clayton

(1972), although Lee and Moore (1977) used this method to

analyze school busing to achieve racial desegregatioll and

iercznerger (1976) used this method for ~and-use planninge

In studying the energy-economic problems in Taiwan,

raipower (1980) and :PC (1982) have both used goal

programminq as their research methodologies. Ta1~ower

(1~80) has set up tvo goal programming models. The

objective function of the first model is to minimize tbe

targets' deviation of GDP, over~l energy elasticity,

sectoral energy elasticity, energy supply and industrial

(inclUding mineral) production. The constraints set include

fifty-six functions vhich contain targets for GDP, overall

energy elasticity, sectoral energy ~lasticities, total

energy demand, sectoral production, population and capacity

boands. The second model is basically a similar model vith

different qoal priorities. It considers overall energy

elasticity as aaving highest priority, followed by other

goals such as GDP, etc. Both models exclude interindustry

dependency of the type previously noted within the Taipover
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(1980) LP model. As a result, the effectiveness of these

models for energy policy is again limited.

CPC (1982) developed two goal programming input-output

(GP-IO) models wh~ch circumvent this problem. Both GP-IO

models include an interindustry function as a set of

constraints. The first model considers energy supplies in

normal situations. lhe priocities of the desired goals are:

(1) GDP, final demand. and energy demand; (2) GDP, energy

demand, and final demand. The second model considers energy

supplies under disruptive situations. The priorities of the

desired goals are: (1) energy demand, followed by GDP and

final demand; {2l energy demand. followed by final demand

and GDP.

Comparing the dDove LP models with the GP models, some

notable features include:

(1) Economic goals are very often in conflict with each

other, e.g., to maximize GDP and to miniaize energy de.and.

In LP approaches, the inclusion of constraint functions on

conflictinq goals may result in no feasible solution. The

ahove-mentioned LP m~del of Taipower (1980) is a good

example. By contrast., GP approaches do not suffer this type

of problem. By introducing deviation variables (di and ei)

and given tarqets (Ti), GP strives for a ncompro:ise
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so~ution" instead of the "optimal or best solution." This

compromise so~ution al~ows positive and/or negative

differences from the desired targets and guarantees feasible

answers.

(2) GP provides more alternative solutions than does LP.

For example, the CPC (1982) GP-r.o models present several

alternatives for different situations. When energy supply

is normal, GDP is the first priority; when energy supply is

short or disruptive, limiting energy demand is the first

p~iority. Different concerns could arise in differeAt

situations. GP models respond vell to these types of needs.

On the other hand, LP has to ~illlit its decision concerns to

a sing~e obiective, e.g., maximizing GDP. Although the

LP-IO model oy the Energy Committee (1981a) contains a

sensitivity analysis and presents alternative solutions,

these alternative solutions are confined to the single

objective of aaxiaizing GDP. The meanings of -alternatives"

here differ in nature fro. those of GP.

(3) In LP approaches, all variables in the objective

function must be measured in the same unit. This Day cause

problems or biases as indicated in section 4.2.2. In GP,

the problem of arbitrary conversion is avoidable and can

provide a more intuitive basis for interpretation of the

study's results.
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Many practitioners believe that goal programming is

multiobjective program.ing. Kore accurately, goal

proqramminq is just one of the many multiobjective

programming techniques developed. There are many other

multiobjective programming techniques quite different from

qoa~ prQqramAing in their nature.

Go~ proqraaainq does have advantages, e.g., the

·pre-emptive" version is easy for practitioners to

understand and is quite simi~ar to linear programming

analysis. Goal programming also has vide popularity and

many computer-aided algorithms have heen developed (Lee,

1972; Ijiri, 1965; Arthur and Ravindran, 1978). In

addition, goal programminq is behaviorally based on the

phi~osophV of "satisficinqn and can be viewed as a technical

expression of this behavioral theory.

Go~ programming, however. is not ~ithout its

disadvantages. !be chief argument against goal programming

is that the method may produce dominated solutions. Because

the technique relies heavily on decision makers' perceptions

of the ranqe of choice and feasibility, a set of goals may

lead to an inferior solution. Consider Figure 4.1. The

noninferior set is unknown to the decision makers when they

set zl and z2 as tha goals for Zl and Z2, respectlvely.
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Since (zl, z2) is within the feasible region, Fo, the

solution to the goal program will give total deviations of

zero; i.e., both goals are attained. Unfortunately, (zl,

z2) is an inferior solution. If the decision makers stick

with their original goals, then they will settle for less

than they should.

Another point that makes it difficult to apply goal

proqramming to public decision-ma~ing is the ambiguity of

specifyinq target values for soae social objectives. For

example, hiqaways and reservoirs are not designed or plaDDed

to qenerate a certain quantity of econoaic efficiency

benefits; these benefits are merely an indicator of the

project's impact on a single dimension of economic welfare.

Other objectives, such as certain foraulations of

environmental quality or employment, aay be more aaeDable to

a goal programming approach (Cohon, 1978, p. 190).

Zeleny (197~a, p~ 485) presents arguments against the

direct assessment of prioE specification of weights for

goals. He criticizes the approach on behavioral grounds.

He claims that human ability for overall evaluation is

limited and the precision of ¥eighting does not reflect the

fuzziness of multiobjective decision making. Zeleny (1976)

further argues that these weights are not a priori in the
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possession of the decision maker. Rather, they are, or

shou~d be, ~earned throagh the decision process and are not

independent of th~ set of feasib1e a1ternatives. His

criticisms are we1~-grounded and should disjustifY the use

of prior specification of weights. Morse (1977) also shows

that if naive weights are used, the system may be driven in

counter-intuitive and inferior vays.

Since goal programming requires explicit articu1ation of

va~~e judgments, the applicab~ity of this technique is

sensitive to the nature of the decision-making process. For

those unidentified or inaccessible decision makers, goa1

programming will cause prob1ems. This will often occur in

the pub~ic decisoa-maki~q issues when the question of who

shou~d be the decision makers is raised.

Other multiobjective procedures such as generating

techniques circumvent prob~ems of this type. Generating

techniques do not require the expression of target va1ues

for public goa1s and do Dot allow pr~ferences to be

incorporated into the solution process. That is, prior

statements about preferences, priorities, utilities, or any

other ~~!g~ jy~g!~~~about the objectives are defe~reg uDti1

tae range of choice represented by the set of nondoainated

solutions is derived and presented to decison makers. So,
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decision makers can compare those generated noninferior

so~utions and select a best-compromise a~ternative based on

their explicit or implicit preferences of the objectives.

In this case, the analyst is confined to analytical work per

se and leaves the decision to decision makers. Thus,

distinct roles would be maintained for the analyst and

decision makers, i.e., leaving to the analyst and computer

what they do best (generating alternatives) and to decision

makers what they do best (evaluating pairs and choosing).

In addition, since the preferences of the objectives

articulated by the decision makers require a consideration

of the ranqe of Doninferior solutions, generating techniques

rather than goal programming could provide better

understanding and control of the decision situation~

Accept.ed programming analysis stresses sensitivity

analysis for the exploration of the range of choice. In

goal program.ing, sensitivity analysis is complicated in

part because the actual decision variables have zero

coefficients in the objective function; this information

makes its way into the objective function only indirect:y

through the right hand side (Ti) of the policy constraints.

These qoal constraints in (4-4) have both surpl~s (di) and

slack Lei) variables, and these variables ar~ driven by a

set of dependent objective function coefficients, so that

for one to change at least one other must change as vell.
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rhis is because weights are usua~ly set by making them to

one, to insure convex combinations. Even without this

restriction, adjusting a single weight alters the relative

~elationshLps of the vi (Willis and Perlack, 1980; Morse,

1977).

By contrast~ generating techniques are nothing more than

systematic sensitivity analysis of the mcst iaportant Yalue

judgments. Xhe emphasis in generating techniques is on the

exp~cit identification of those value judgaents, i.e., the

aeights assigned to each objectives. This notion will be

elaborated later by using the e~pirical results in a later

cnapteL.

Willis and Perlack (1980) evaluate and compare both

generating techniques and qoal progra~.ing under four

criteria: computational expense, quantification of

trads~offs, quantity of information, and validity of

decision maker-analyst interaction. They concluded that

goal proqramaing is superior to generating techniques on the

basis of coaputational ease and expense. The qenerating

techniques fared relatively better by the utner three

criteria. ihil~ multiobjective programming likely wi1l grow

in importance in empirical applications, generating

techniques may become the most important of these approaches
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hecause of their Lntuitive basis, the explicit

quantification of trade-offs they supply, and the assistance

they provide to the learning process.

One lIultiobjective generating technique is the

hicriterioa algorithm or the non-inferior set estimation

{HISEl method. This bicriterion approach was first

developed by Cohan, Church, and Sheer (1979). They

developed this algorithm for efficiently approximating the

set of noninferior solutions of a two-objective prohlea. In

particular, they applied this method on a river basin

planning problem. Far this study, the NISE .odel will be

incorporated vith the input-output model to derive the

trade-offs hetween GDP and energy use in Taiwan.

To demonstrate the MISE algorithm~ a simple exa.ple vith

two objectives and two decision variables is presented below

(cohon, 1978):

lIax Z (X, I) = ( Z1 (I, Y) ,Z2 (X, Y) )

where

Zl (1.1) = 51 2Y Z2 (I, Y) = -I + 4Y

s. t. -.1 + I =< 3 I + Y =< 8

I =< 6 Y =< /I

I >= 0 Y >= 0
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The feasib~e regions for this problem are drawn in

Figures 4.2 and 4.3.

The method beg.ins by optimizing each objective

individual~y, yielding points P1 and P2 in Figure 4.4. This

qives for objective Z1 the point (6,0) in the decision space

and the point (30,-6) in the objective space; i.e.,

Pl=(30,-6). The optim~zation of objective Z2 gives

(X,I)=(l,4) in the decision space and point P2=(-3,15) in

the objective space. Set S1=P2 and S2=P1. The next

solution should be that feasible solution farthest out along

the indicated direction (Fiqure 4.4).

The maximum possib~e error at this point is P12=17.8,

which cou~d be easily computed. Por a triangle with sides

a, b, and c and altitude d (with c as the base), A= 1/2 cd,

or A= ( s (s-a) (s-b) (s-c) ) 1/2 where A is the area, s= 1/2

(a+b+c). Since it is known that a=33, b=21, c could be

calculated by c = (a 2 + b2 ) 1 / 2 . This gives s=46.6, A=348.9,

and P 12=d=17.8.

Now, if the Aaxisum allowable error, T, is set at 50~ of

F12, i.e., T=8.9, the computation is subject to check if the

error criterion is met. Obviously, F12>T, so the algorithm

continues.
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Figure 4.2: Feasible Region (Fd) and Noninferior Set (Nd)
in Decision Space
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Source: Cohan, 1978.
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Figure 4.3: Feasible Region (Fa) and Noninferior Set (No)
in Objective Space
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Figure 4.4: NISE ~ethod: step One and the Computation
of the Maximum Possible Error (F12)
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Source: Cohan, 1978.
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Usinq a and b as relative weights for the objective

function:

max: Z (X, I) = bZl + aZ2

or

max B12 = b (5X-2I) + a (-X+4I) = 721 + 901

s.t. -I + I =< 3 1 + I =< 8

X =< 6 I =< 4

X >= 0 I >= 0

This yields an optimal solution (X,I) = (4,4) in the

decisioB space and P3= (Zl,Z2) = (12,12) in the objective

space, and Z (X,I) = 648~ Then, reorder the noninferior

points: Sl l=Sl=P2, S2 1=P3, ann S3'=S2=Pl, as shown in

Figure 4.5.

The linear indifference curve passinq throuqh P3 is shown

as a line parallel to the line connectin~ Pl aBd P2, which

vas the former lover bound.

The coaputat.ion of the aaxillWl possible error requires

first that the points of intersection of the linear

indifference curves be found. This can be done by solving

simultaneous equations. Consider point A in Figure 4.5. It

is the point of intersection of the line Z2=15 and the line

for which an equation CaB be derived froll previous equation:

max: Z (X,I) = bZl + aZ2. This equation is equivalent to



Figure 4.5: Iteration of the NISE ~ethod

Z2

i
F12'
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5

si : =P2=(-J,15~~~.,..,.,....,.,AIloo.=J.7...:.~ 15~ .,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.
Sou=ce: Cohon, 1978.

F2J'
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21Z1 + JJZ2 = 6~a, where the right-hand side is the value

for ·the weiqhted objective at P3. Since Z2=15 is known" Z1

can be found equal to 7e3~ The sides of the triangle with

vertices at P2, PJ and A can now be computed. The new

maximum possible error F12' is found equal to 2.1.

The saae app~oach can identify the other maximum possible

error F23' = 4.6. Since both F12' and F23' are s.aller than

"T", the alqorithlB terminates. This means that a

sufficiently accurate approximation of the noniaferior set

has been identified, given the maximum allowable error "TW.

The steps of the bicriterion algorithm are summarized as

follows:

Step 1: Se~ a value of "T" as the maximum allowable

error for the ~ua. rhen aaxiaize the second objective

function Z2(I) SUbject to I E fd and denote the solution as

P1. 7 The first objective functio~ Z1 (X) should be aaximized

subject to I E fd and denote the solution as P2. Let the

seqments be denoted as S1=Pl and S2=P2. Derive the maxi.u.

error as 1'12.

7 E here lIeans "belongs to." fd means "feasible region."
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Step 2: Find where Fi,i+1 =< T for i=1,2, ••• ,n-1 the

approximatlo" of the nondominated solution is coap1eted

because the maximum allowable error has been aet. Otherwise

go to step 3.

Step 3: Find where Fi,i+1 > T or the Fi,i+1 that has the

greatest error. The problem is solved once aqaLn as

follows: max B~,i+l = ( Z2(Si)-Z2{Si+l) ) Z1(X) + (

Z1(Si+1)-Zl(Sia ) Z2(I). The above will derive aDother

Dondominated solution denoted as Pn+1. Proceed to step 4.

Step 4: Since i is the highest value of t such that

Z2(Si) >= Z2(Pn+1). The string set is redefined as:

St' = St

Si+1' = Pn+1

St+1' = 5t

t=1.2,••• ~i

t=i+1,••• ,n

The F is redefined as:

Ft.t+1' = Ft,t+1 t=1,2 •••• ,i-1 if i>=1

Ft+1,t+2' = Ft,t+1 t=i+1, ••• ,n-1 if i=<n-2

Compute Fi,i+1' and Pi+1,i+2'. Increaent n by OKe and

return to step 2.



4.2.5
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In this study, the multiobjective programming algorithm

wi~~ incorporate with interindustry analysis to show the

potential o£ cooperative use of these tvo research

methodo~ogies. The bic~iterion ~inear programming for this

problem is stated as:

max Z = ( GDP. Energy)

= (G(%), -E(X) )

= ( VX. -eX)

s.t.

RX =< B

(.I-A+l!) I >= Fmin

It =< Kxt-i

where:

GDP = gross do.estic product.

v = 1 x n vector of direct income coefficients.

i.e., ratio of sectoral inco.e to total sales

for each sector.

e = 1 x n vector of direct energy coefficients.

i.e•• ratio of total energy used to total
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sales for each sector.

x = n x 1 vector of sector outputs,

1.e., the dependent variables of this model.

R = • x n matrix of direct resource coefficients,

i.e., ratio of resources used to total sales

for each sector.

B = • x 1 vector of available resources•

I = n x n onit matl:ix.

A = n x n matrix of technical coefficients.

ft = n x n diaqonal matrix of import coefficients.

Fmin = n x 1 vector of the minimum levels of final

demand.

It = k x 1 vector of the output level of

constrained sectors in the planDinq year

1986.

K = k x k diaqonal matrix of the capacity

expansioD ratios of constrained sectors.

Xt-i = k x 1 vector of the actual production level of

each sector in the base year 1978.
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In this model, G{X) is the objective to maximize GDP and

E(I) is the objective to minimize energy use. Eel) is

multiplied by -1 because energy use is to be ainiaized. The

first constraint set reguires that total resource use by

type not exceed total available resource supply. The second

constraint set is de~ived from the relationship X-AI+KI = F,

or x+ax = AX+F, ~hicb indicates that the sum of domestic

output and importation in each industry sector (Which is

total supply) must be equal to the interllediate requirement

by other sectors and the final demand sector (which is total

demand). This is a general equilibrium restriction. The

last constraint set limits each sector (except service

sectors) to a specified upper bound of capacity expansion.

This section sUlllmarizes and compares the features of the

selected methodologies discussed in this chapter. For

sectoral-level amalysesB energy/economic final demand

coefficients are deemed 1I0re useful than the direct energy

coefficient for at least tvo reasons. First, direct energy

coefficient implicitly assumes independence among sectors.

While it aay be an appropriate tool for economic studies

within the context of a partiCUlar industry or sector, it is

not a qood criterion for studies vithin a larger economy
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involving aore than ~wo sectors. EnergY-final demand

coefficients or energy/income final demand coefficients, by

contrast, serve as a more effective tool because they

consider direct and indirect ezfects of energy changes

arising from the fiDal demand of the economy.

Second, energy/economic final demand coefficients provide

more information and insights from different perspectives

than do direct energy coefzicients. For exaaple,

energv/inco~e final demand coefficients used in this study

encompass both cost (energy use) and revenue (income)

effects of th~ ~conomy, and particularly useful for

investigating trade-offs between energy consumption and,

also, the value added of the sectors.

For macro-level studies, multiobjective programming

approaches are deemed more effective than conventiona1 LP

methods. Although GP has been the most popular

multiobjective progra~ming procedure, generating techniques

p~ovide more information and choices for policy aakers and

have potential uses in empirical economic research. For

example, the BISE-IO model utilized in this study is

superior to the G?-IO approach in terms of providing

nondominant solutions, sensitivity analysis, guantification

of trade-offs, quantity of information, and valid decision

maker-analyst interaction.



A summa~y of the models compared and discussed in this

chapter is presented in Table 4.1.
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Ta b1e 4.1

A Comparison of the Selected Methodologies
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1
(1980) (1982) (1984 )

b)

I (1980) (1981) !,
Model LP by LP-IO by GP by ! GP- 10 by NISE-IO

Taipower Energy Taipower CPC this study
Commi ttee

Number of obje;tives one one multiple multiple rr.ultiple

objective max GOP max GOP min goal l.1in goal max GOP
deviations deviations min Energ}

Variables
in decision decision deviation deviation objective

objective function variables varinbles variables variables variables

Unit measure different different doll ar &
of dollar dol l ar units of units of

KLtJt:deviation deviati onobjective function variables variables

Interdependancy
among sectors No Yes No Yes Yes

Sensi ti vi ty
analysis No Yes No No Yes

Considering energy
priority when
energy supply falls No No Yes Yes Yes
short

compromi sed compromised
Nature (could be (could be noninferior

of best best solutions
solutions

i nferi or) i nferi or)
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Chapter V

E~2IRICAL RESULTS AID COBPARISONS

This cnapter presents empirical findings of this study

and compares thea with those of other relevent research.

Tab~e 5.1 presents the various types of input-output

mullip~iers and coefficients discussed in chapter four.

first column denotes the value-added coefficients, Vi.

second co~umn, ~i, qives import dependency coefficients

which show the proportional relationship between imports and

domestic production. The third column, Vi (I-A) -1, is made

up of income-final demand coefficients, shoving the total

(direct plus indirect) income changes in the economy if

there is one unit chanqe in the final demand. This coluan

should be always equal to 1.0, assuming Taiwan as a closed

economy without international trade. The fourth column,

Vi(I-A~M)-l. indicates the income-final demand coefficients

of an open economy. Trade through importation is reflected

in Mi. The fifth column, ei, consists of direct energy

coefficients, showinq the ratio of total energy used in

100
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phys~ca1 units to total sales for each sector. These

coeffic~ents a4e calculated from the summation of the eight

types of commercial energy required to produce sectoral

output equal to $25,000. The figures (KLOE) of energy used

are calculated at the starting point, i.e., gross energy.

They do not show the final destinat~on, i.e., net energy

(see discussions in section 3.4). The sixth column,

ei(I-A)-1, are energy-final deaand coefficients, showing

total (direct plus indirect) changes in energy use if there

is one unit change in final demand. This shows the case for

a c10sed ecoAomy. The seventh column, ei{I-A+K)-l, is made

up of energy-final demand coefficients under an open

economy. Figures in this co1umn should be alvays saaller

than or equal to those of column six. The energy

multipliers in the eighth column, E~, are derived from

elements of column five, ei(I-A)-1, divided by elements of

column four, ei. The energy multiplier shows the total

change of energy use in the whole economy if the eAergy use

in a specific sector changes by one unit. Again, tAis

column assumes these changes take place in a closed economy.

The ninth column, Ei2, by contrast, cons~ders an open

economy's energy aultipliers, deriving from elements of

column seven, ei{I-A*ft)-l, divided by elements of column

five, ei. Figllres ill this column should be alHays slilaller
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than or equa~ to those of co~umn eight. The tenth column,

ei{I-A+M)-l/Vi(I-A~M)-l#consists of energy/income fina~

demand coefzicients derived from ele.ents of column seveD

divided by e~ements of column four, reflecting the total

(direct and indirecta change in energy use if the total

(direct and indirect) va~ue added of the whole economy

changes by $25,000. Thus, ei(I-A+B)-1/Vi(I-A+8)-1 does Dot

mean that one .atrix is divided by the other, but rather

that each fiele.ent" of one matrix is divided by each

corresponding "e~ementn of the other.



Table 5.1

Input-Output Multipliers and Coefficients of
the Taiwan Economy (1978 to 1986)

-
code sectors V. Mi

'I 'I
Ei 1 Ei2 ei(I-AfM)-l/v.(I_AfM)-l~ e. ~

1 I :E 1 I
~+ 1

<C <C <C <C
I I I I..... ..... ..... .....
~ ~ ~ ~

.~ .~ .~ .~

::- ::- <11 <11

01 Agriculture .55 .27 1.0 .69 1.68 13.51 8.20 8.02 4.87 11.93

02 Fisheries .54 .04 1.0 .75 20.12 31.35 25.91 1.56 1.29 34.78

03 Coal Industry .83 .59 1.0 .59 15.55 19.29 11.27 1.24 0.72 19.11

04 Crude Petroleum &
Natural Gas .85 14.07 1.0 .06 5.05 9.24 0.49 1.83 0.10 8.12

05 Other Minerals .89 .49 1.0 .64 11.71 14.35 8.88 1.23 0.76 13.92

06 Food Products .35 .11 1.0 .74 5.60 16.67 11.66 2.98 2.08 15.85

07 Fabrics &Apparel .25 .10 1.0 .69 8.84 32.41 22.79 3.67 2.58 33.24

08 Products of Wood &Bamboo .40 .03 1.0 .79 3.42 13.94 9.90 4.07 2.89 12.46

09 Paper. Industry .35 .20 1.0 .63 30.92 56.74 40.41 1.83 1.31 63.87

10 Rubber Produc ts .36 .15 1.0 .65 11.57 31.18 20.20 2.70 1. 75 31.12

I lJ____
--'---._-- ~

o
VJ



Table 5.1. (Continued) Input-Output Multipliers
and Coefficients of the Taiwan Economy

(1978 to 1986)

.. ~

e j{I-AfM)-l/v.{I_AfM)-lcode sectors Vi Mi
I

~ 'i: ei
~ E11 Ei2I I ~

+ + 1
c:( c:( c:( c:(

I I I I
~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~

.~ »r- .~

> > QJ QJ

11 Acid & A1 ka1 ine .32 .51 1.0 .45 61.5 88.03 51.33 1.43 0.83 115.31

12 Plastic .40 .37 1.0 .50 6.5f 28.3C 13.27 4.31 2.02 26.78

13 Plastic Product5 .31 .01 1.0 .72 4.7f 24.7< 16.09 5.20 3.38 22.48

14 Chemical Fertilizer .09 .04 1.0 .49 102.H 148.69 123.79 1.46 1. 21 250.16

15 Chemical/Artificial
fabrics .29 .05 1.0 .66 14. 1~ 42.61 30.42 3.01 2.15 46.33

16 Petrochemical Raw
Ma teria 1s .29 .33 1.0 .41 11.3f 36.84 18.91 3.2/\ 1.66 46.39

17 Other Industrial
Chemicals .42 .81 1.0 .40 14.9~ 36.13 14.85 2.41 0.99 37.24

18 Cements &Products .42 .00 1.0 .73 103.O~ 118.98 113.45 1. 15 1.10 155.55

19 Glass .41 .25 1.0 .56 49.1 ·73. OJ 51.03 1. 4~ 1.04 91.44

20 Non-Metallic Mineral
Products .41 .12 1.0 .67 30.71 50.7 40.67 1.6< 1.32 60.il3

-----_._-- . ,.....,.
o
~



Table 5.1. (Continued) Input-Output Multipliers
and Coefficients of the Taiwan Economy

(1978 to 1986)

code sectors Vi Mi
'I 'I

En Ei2 ei(I-A+M)-l/v.(I_A+M)-l
~ ei

~

I ::IE: I ::IE:
~ + + 1-c c( c(

I .!. I I
~ ~ ~- -.~ .~ .~

::- ::- cv cv

21 Steel &Iron .44 .63 1.0 .42 29.06 47.64 23.95 "-•. 64 0.82 56.68

22 Aluminum .31 .49 1.0 .45 33.94 66.54 34.98 1.96 1.03 77.43

23 Other Meta1s .25 .38 1.0 .25 4.45 25.30 6.01 5.69 1.35 23.86

24 Metallic Products .33 .23 1.0 .53 6.35 32.30 16.00 5.09 2.52 29.93

25 Machinery .40 .77 1.0 .40 2.24 23 .;~4 7.44 10.55 3.32 18.70

26 Household Electrical
Appliances .45 .08 1.0 .72 3.00 17.96 1:).50 5.99 3.50 14.52

27 Electronic Products .27 .25 1.0 .56 1.25 15.41 6.77 12.29 5.40 12.06

28 Electrical Apparatus .41 .49 1.0 .49 2.00 20.18 7.62 10.08 3.80 15.58

29 Shipbuilding .12 .58 1.0 .27 3.62 41.92 13.83 11.59 3.83 51.92

30 Other Transport
Equipment .37 .25 1.0 .58 1. 78 20.55 9.35 11.55 5.25 15.99

-------_. ......
c
V<



Table 5.i. (Continued) Input-Output Mu1tipliers
and Coefficients of the Taiwan Economy

(19713 to 1986)
---

code Vi Mi
.. ..

En Ei2 ei(I-AfM)-l/v.(I_AfM)-lsectors ~ i: e. .,
I 1 :E+ + 1c( c( c( c(

I I I I
~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~

.~

::- ::- Ql Ql

31 Other Manufactures .51 .38 1.0 .60 5.59 18.48 9.81 3.30 1.75 16.35

32 Coal Products .26 .23 1.0 .38 30.55 43.20 29.42 1.41 0.96 76.84

33 Petroleum Refining
Products .20 .17 1.0 .24 11.43 20.48 11.37 1. 79 0.99 46.47

34 Electricity .49 .00 1.0 .66 9.56 19.70 15.47 2.06 1.62 23.36

35 Constructions .39 .00 1.0 .78 0.83 28.27 21.50 34.21 26.02 27.72

36 City Water .49 .02 1.0 .80 28.72 45.94 40.02 1.60 1.39 49.85

37 Conmunica tions .77 .02 1.0 .90 2.14 6.36 4.75 2.98 2.22 5.26

38 Wholesale &Retail Trade .77 .00 1.0 .94 3.83 8.14 6.76 2.13 1.77 7.19

39 Finance &Insurance .84 .06 1.0 .91 0.89 3.06 2.17 3.42 2.43 2.39

40 Warehousing .72 .00 1.0 .92 26.02 33.23 31.55 1.28 1.21 34.31

~-----_.- ----
f-"
o
{J'\



Table 5.1. (Continued) Input-Output Multipliers
and Coefficients of the Taiwan Economy

(1978 to 1986)

._- r---r-:-r-'- ---.. I )-1code sec tors Vi M. .. e i .. En Ei 2 ei(I-A+M /v.(I-A+M)-l1 :E :E:;: + + 1<'C <'C <'C
I I I I
~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

.~ .~ .~

> > w w

41 Misc. Services .87 .10 1.0 .87 0.90 4.09 2.77 4.56 3.09 3.18

42 Railway Transportation .67 .01 1.0 .86 21. 12 28.49 25.33 1.35 '1.20 29.54

43 Other land Transportation .64 .03 1.0 .77 48.44 56.58 51.59 1. 17 1.07 66.87

44 Water Transportation .49 .15 1.0 .68 2.40 12.04 6.65 5.02 2.77 9.84

45 Air Transportation .41 .37 1.0 .54 1.54 9.07 4.20 5.89 2.73 7.75

46 Undistributed .00 .05 1.0 .58 4.78 36.20 23.40 7.57 4.89 40.59

, I I

Source: Dataset provided by Professor Kao-Chao lee, based on unpublished data from the Council for Economic Planning
and Development and from the Enerqy Couum t tee.

I-'
o
---J
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For demonstrating the practical meaning of these figures,

the first sector, aqriculture, is used as an examp1e:

Reading through the first row, Vl = 0.55 Beans that for

each dol~ar sa~es for aqriculture, the value added in the

aqricultural sector lIoul~,.iI1crease 55 cents.

Ml = 0.27 means tke value of agricultural importation is

27% of th~ total domestic agricUltural production.

Vl(I-Ai- 1 = 1.0 means g within a closed economy, that for

each dollar of sales as agricultural final demand, the total

value-added changes in the economy are exactly one dollar

(within this one dollar, 55 cents are earned by agricultural

sector and the remaining 45 cents are shared by other

'interrelated sectors).

Vl(I-A+M)-l = 0.69 means, within an open economy, tbat

for each dol~ar of agricultural sales, the total incoae

changes in the economy bV 69 cents. Thirty-one cents are

earned by foreign countries.

el = 1.b8 aeans that for a change of $25,000 in

aqricultural sales, the energy use in the agricultural

sector would change by 1.68 KLOE.
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el (1-A)-l = 13.51 means, within a closed economy, that

for a change of oi25,OOO in sales within the agricultural

sector. total energy use in the whole economy would change

by 13.51 KL.OE.

e1 (I-A+M) -1 = 8.20 means, within an open economy. that

for the change of $25,000 agricultural sales, total energy

use in the whole economy would change by 8.2 KLOE. This

fiqure is smaller than 13.51 of e1(I-A)-1 because some

energy embodied in the import goods is saved by avoidiug

domestic production.

Ell = 8.02 means, within a closed economy, that the total

chanqe of enerqy use in the economy would be 8.02 if the

energy use in the agricultural sector changed by one unit.

This figure shavs the "indirect effect" of energy use in

aqriculture. It is relatively high, because the

agricultural sector has a significant relationship vith the

fertilizer sector, which is an energy-intensiv~ activity.

E12 = 4.87 shows the corresponding energy mUltipliers of

an open economy.

el (I-A+M)-1/V1(I-A·K)-1 = 11.93 means that in order for

the whole economy to increase by $25.000, initiated by the

agricultural sales, the energy use in the whole economy

would increase by 11.93 KLOE.
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As discussed in section 4.1.3, ~hen policy makers are

f~cing the choices of developing alternatives in various

economic sectors, they consider two points. First, they are

concerned aDout both benefits and costs within the sectors.

Second, they want to look into the resultant direct and

iadirect effects on the whole economy. Based on these

considerations, the column coeffients of table 5.1 are

compared and their relevance is discussed.

Columns one, three and four of Table 5.1 show the income

coe£ficients (which can be considered benefits) and columns

five to nine sho~ the energy coefficients (or costs) of each

sector. For example, in one Taipover (1980, pp. 47-50)

study, the direct energy coefficient, ei, vas used for

comparinq energy intensity between sectors. Obviously, they

missed tvo points: the sector's benefit side and indirect

energy use for producing the increased intermediate inputs

required by that sector. Other research by CPC (19B1, pp.

39-53) and OAAI (1982a) use ei/Vi as the comparinq

criterion. A~though both benefits and costs are considered

in ei/Vi. the indirect value added and energy ~se for

producing the required intermediate inputs are sti.l.l

missing. The qllantity ei{I-A+ft)-l/Vi(I-A+K)-t avoids these
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problems by evaluating both benefits and costs within each

sector througll an int.erindustry context which considers the

total (direct and indirect) effects of both value added and

energy use. Therefore, the figures in the tenth column of

Table 5.1 are used as the comparing criteria for the

sectoral aaalysis of the present study.8

As stated in section 4.2, the information of

energy/income f~nal demand coefficients provided above is

useful for examininq the sector-level energy economy,

whereas it is iimited for regional or national planning. To

circumvent this H.m.itation, the macro-level Hon-Inferior Set

Estimation Input-Output (NISE-IO) model was developed in

section 4.2.5 as:

max z = ( G(X), -ECX) )

s.t. RX =< B

a Another relevant indicator is column six ei(I-A)-l, or
essential1y is ei(I-A)-l/Vi(I-A)-l, which details the case
of a closed economy within an interindustry context. As
an island, Taiwan must pay special attention to the
possible results of being isolated from the international
economy. Any curtailment of sh~pping resulting from
e~erqy embargoes or, possibly. war could cause this to
happen. The information listed in colGmn six of Table 5.1
can be used to formulate a contingency plan for sucll
elllerqencies.
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(1-1+8)1 >= Fain

It =< KIt-i

The computer program uti1ized to run this model is a MISE

subroutine created from a modified LP algorithm. This

routine provides new objective function coefficients and new

solutions (both objective and decision variables) with each

run of the a~gorithm. The following paragraphs present the

empirical results of this a~gorith••

5.2.1

~he objectives of this study are to aaxiaize GDP and

minimize energy use. Each objective stands for a dimension

(axis) and together form an objective space in Figure 5.1.

Begin by optimizing each objective individua~ly. This is

done bV solving an ordinary LP proble.. This results ia a

maximum GDP of 1,933,000 units (one unit is equal to

$25,000). At this production level, the energy requirement

is 33,213,000 units KLOE. This gives point A in Figure 5.1.

On the other hand, minimizing energy use (the sec~nd

objective) is a zero level of energy cODsuaption and a

corresponding zero level of GDP. This is point B (Figure

5.1). The ideal point is at Q, where no energy is used and
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a maximum level of GDP is attained. This, of course, would

never be a real case. The rea1 noninferior set of solutions

should occur somewhere within the triangle ABO.

The algorithm begins by calculating the maximum possible

error F12, which is equal to 1.93. If the segment lB is

taken as the estimated noninferior set, a range equal to or

smaller than F12 might be "missed." ~he term ~missn denotes

the difference between the actual and the estimated

Doninferior sets. since this F12 error range is

significant, pre-set the allowable error "Tn of the present

study to 10~ of F12, which is 0.193. This n10~" allowable

error is arbitrarily choseni one can contr01 this

specification by presetting to any desired range of

accuracy.

Next, derive the fi~st nondominated solution as C (Figure

5.2). This gives 1,853,000 units of GPD and 23,556,000

units of energy consamption. The maximum errors in this

case are F13 and F23. F13 is calculated as 1.638, which is

eguivalent to 84.9i of F12i F23 is calculated as 0.250,

which is equivalent to 13.0% of F12. Both exceed the

maximum allowable error T. So, the algorithm continues.

The second iteration runs between points 1 and C which

yields point D (Figure 5.3). This represents levels of

1,853,000 units GDP and 28,592,000 units energy consumption.



Figure 5.1: Initial step of the NISE-IO Model Results (1986)
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Figure 5.2: First Iteration of the NISE-IO Model Results (1986)
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The new maximum errors of this run are 0.169 (8.75~ of F12)

and 0.029 (1.51% of F12). Both are sma~ler than the

allowab~e error T, 0.193. Thus, the segments AD and DC are

satisfactory noninferior sets estimater. In the same

manner, derive the third nondominated solution E (Figure

5.3), which ref~cts 1,206,000 units of GDP and 17,117,000

units of energy consumption. The current maximum errors of

this run are 0.016 (0.83% of F12) and 0.037 (1.5% of F12).

Both meet the allowable error criterion 7. This means

segments CE and ED a~~ acceptable noninferior set

estimations. And on t~iz basis the a~gorithm is completed.

Figure 5.4 presents the whole range of the estimated

nonin£erior set solutions. This solution is for the

objective variables and in the objective space.



Figure 5.3: Second and Third Iterations of the NISE-IO ~odel Results (1986)
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Figure 5.4:
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5.2.2

Now examine decision variable solutions in the decision

space. For each derived nondominated so1utian of the

objective variables, there is a set of optimal solution of

the decision vdriables. Thus, there are four scenarios of

decision variaDle solutions (Table 5.2) which match these

derived points A, D, C and E. These scenarios represent the

production ~evels of the forty-six sectors of the Taiwan

economy. Using the production level of the base year 1978

as 100%, each sector's projected production level in the

analytical year 1986 is plotted in the decision space

(Fiqure 5.5).

Sector slacks (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.6) are derived from

the second constraint set (I-A+ft)X >= Fmin, i.e., (I-l+~)I =

Slac~+Fmin or Slack = (X+HI)-AX-Fmin. Slacks indicate the

amount of sector output for either export or a higher level

of final consuapeLoa,



Table 5.2

Optimal Solutions and Slacks of the Decision Variables:
Four Scenarios for Forty-Six Sectors

of the Taiwan Economy (1986)

120

Scenario A Scenario 0 Scenario C Scenario E
,

Sector Optima) levels Ootimal 10v.l< O;;<i... 'v.1< nn""'11~ :
Codea

CAJtput Index~ Slacks I~rb Indr
b tndl!!Xb

(S~5t~0~J) (sg~M~) (~~~~60)
Slacks

(~~~60)
Slacks

(S25,OOO) (;) (S25,OOO) (; (S25,OOO) (;) ($25.000)

1 231520. 132. 13395. 240915. 137. 23068. 24C915. 137. 57670. 240915.
I

137. 65199.

2 48190. 137. 19977. 27812. 79. O. 23933. 68. O. 23769. 68. O.

3 3247. 80. O. 3247• 80. 4958. 1967• 48. O. 1487.
:

37. O.

4 6315. 151. O. 5291. 127. O. 4133. 99. O. 3224. 77. O.

5 38924. 430. 18869. 38924. 430. 31263. 38924. 430. 40518. 38924. 430. 46051. :
6 239269. 171. 107448. 23n69. 171. 106040. 135631. 97. O. 134777. 97. O. ;

7 103422. 54. O. 100911. 57. O. 91975. 48. O. 76191. 40. O.

8 99582. 214. 44535. 99582. 214. 53513. 99582. 214. 56632. 99582. 214. 63881.

9 46628. 178. O. 54497. 209. O. 50421. 193. O. 30064. 118. O.
!
I

10 24443. 164. O. 24091. 162. O. 22682. 152. O. 8605. 58. O.

11 20213. 165. O. 17758. 145. O. 13027. 107. O.

I
8976. 73. O.

12 49124. 293. 115. 49124. 293. O. 18978. 113. O. 11158. 67. O.

13

I
239294. 435. 163774. 236269. 430. 157584. 51566. 94. O. 31019. 56. O.

14 10513. 136.

I
O. 10726. 139. O. 10119. 131. O.

I
9705. 126. O.

15 32154. 57 O. 33679. 60. O. 28649. 51. O. 21739. 39. O.

\6 I 51314. 214. 13465. 37153. 155. O. 20009. 84. O. I 13370. 56. O.

17

I
67282. 211. I 30317. 49197. 154. O. 41216. 129. O. I 31065. 97. O.

18 35132. 220. O. 14917. 93. O. 14710. 92. O. I 14226. I 89. O.

19 8744. 188. O. 4955. 107. O. 4700.

!
101. O. 3953. I 85. O.

I

I20 38286. 207. O. 21878. 118. O. 20914. 113. O. 17507. 94. O.

21 171668. 301. O. 141008. 247. O. 104264. 183. O. 57461. 101. O.

22 15003. 246. O. 13513. 222. O. 12521. 206. O. 5733. 94. O.

23 15871. 430. 15828. 6898. 187. O. 6084. 165. O. I 3990. 108. O.

24 131996.

I
329. 64281. 67213. 168. O. 57668. 144. O.

I
38940. 97. O.

25 208763. 430. 265607. 200763. 430. 266888. 49673. 102. O. 45217. 93. O.

26 93971. 430. 72594. 93971. 430. 74270. 93971. 430. 74562. 93971. 430. 75343.

27 445083. 430. 314973. 445084. 43~. 315359. 445084. 430. 315777. 445084. 430. 317212.
I I 52001. 125.28 ! 179420. 430. 147491. 179421. 430. 157649. 179421. I 430. 161356. O.

29 I 44se. 43. O. 3958. 38. O. 3806. 36. O. 3742. 36. O.

30 278522. 430. 245750. 278523. 430. 246737. 278523. 430. 24lJ120. 48305. 75. I O.
I

31 45883. 67. O. 23721W. 349. 245261 . 292730. 430. 320409. )9825. 59.

i
O.

32 80ll5. 182. O. 7541. 170. O. 7001. 158. O. 6367. 144. O.

33 105702. 139. 4475. 88711. 117. O. 70318. 92. O. 56567. 74. O.

34 111185. 248. 30071. 111186. 248. 32997. 65669. 146. O. 50458. na. O.

35 387663. 277. 233335. 153036. 109. 2. 151247. 108. O. 147684. 105. O.

36 5088. 178. O. 5009 178. O. 4842. 170. O. 4226. 148. O.

37 25138. 156. O. 25008. 155. O. 22448. 139. O. 18213. 113. O.

38 173041. 139. O. 167617• 135. O. 155806. 125. O. 129184. 104. O.

39 53275. 133. O. 51996. 130. O. 45627. 114. O. 37627. 94. O.

40 4ZB8. 154. O. 4250. 153. O. 3732. 134. O. ZB87. 104. O.

41 355102. 142. O. 356506. 143. O. 344480. 138. O. 326750. 131. O.

42 9820. 144. O. 9226. 135. O. 8359. 123. O. 7570. 111. O.

43 50331. 109. O. 42012. 91- O. 38738. 84. O. 35145. 76. O.

44 6352. 62. O. 6465. 63. O. 5137. 50. O. 3659. 36. O.

45 9595. 76. O. 9309. 74. O. 8696. 69. O. 7864. 62. O.

46 52394. 100. O. 48843. 93. O. 41433. 79. O. 30715. 59. 0·1

'5_ as rable 5.1.

"This inda. col ..... are calculated fl'Olll 1986 projected output le.el. divided by the 1978 output 10.els.

Source: Oatas.t provided by Professor KIa-thao Lee. based on unpublished diU from the Council for Ecor'lClll1c
Plenning .nd Developnent ond fl'Olll the Energy Comitt...



Figure 5.5: Optimal Production Levels in Decision Space: Four Scenarios for
Forty-Six Sectors of the Taiwan Economy (1986)
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Figure 5.6: Production Slacks for Export or Higher Levels of Final Consumption:
Four Scenarios for 1986
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5.2.3

Based on the production level of each sector in Table

5.2, the optimal resource structure (inc1uding labor) for

1986 is derived (see Table 5.3 and Figure 5.7). This is

simply calcu~ated as follows:

Ei = E eiiXj

where:

Ei = tot.al amount of resource type i,

ill physical units;

eij = required inputs of resource type i for

producinq one dollar's worth of the jth

industI.Y sector, in physical units;

Xj = production level of the jth sector, in

dollar anits.

Again, Table 5.3 and Figure 5.8 show resource slacks.

Since 1Il0st energy requirements are imported, these slacks

(except for labor) do not reflect the amount of energy left

frolll domestic consumption. They can indicate both the

reduction in the amount of energy imported from foreign

countries and the amounts of disruption in eAergy supply.

Only the labor slack refers wholly to the domestic

situation. Hote that labor is a binding constraint for

alternatives A and D. This implies that (1) lahor is



Tab'le 5.3

Resource Requirements and Slacks:
Four Scenarios for 1986

Scena~L Scenar
Type of Resource JlInount AJnount --

ReQuired Slacb Required -

Labor (10
3

men) 7,783 0 7,783

Electricity (103 Mwh) 49,972 0 47,398

3
13,238 5,281 7,836Coa 1 (10M. T. )

3
2,35~Coke (10 ~I.T.) 2,810 0

r~otor Gasoline (103
K.L) 1,730

2,
032 1 1,456

Diesel Oil (10
3

K.L.) 2,734 1,475 2,146

Fuel Oil (103 K.L.) 7,673 8,441 6,678 I
Others Oil (10

3
K.L. ) 20 9 17

6 3
1,163 1,938na tura 1 Ga s (10 ~1.) 2,182

'--._._--- ---"------ L.-----____

Source: Same as Table 5.1.

ioD-n-r-----sEena-r-lo C J---scenarfOT--
-Ainount ---- AiiiOunt -

Slacks .~iredJ_Slacks _Re uired Slack?_

0 7,216 567 5,185 2,598

2,574 37,857 12,115 25,425 24,547

10,683 6,978 11 ,541 5,777 12,742

451 1,812 Y98 944 1,866

2,305 1,329 2,432 1,189 2,572

2,063 1,947 2,263 1,761 2,448

9,435 5,183 10,930 3,745 12,369

12 13 16 9 20

1,407 1,713 1,632 1,458 1,887

- .-----..- - - -. -- -- ----- -------- -----

......
l\)

~



Figure 5. '? : optimal Resources Patterns: Four Scenarios for 1986
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becoming a scarce resource in Taiwan; and, (2) the

less-energy-intensive sectors (e.g., agriculture) are prone

to be labor intensive.



Figure 5.8: Resource Slacks: Four Scenarios for 1986
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This section contains a comparison between the RISE-IO

model and three other energy models: LP-IO, I/O, and

econometrics approaches.

5.3.1

First compare the empirical results of the RISE-IO ~Gdel

with those from the LP-IO model by the Energy Committee

(1981a). The tvo models are close~y related.

Figure 5.9 shows points A, D, C and E, as the estimated

nondominant solutions and points A', DI, and C' as the

sensitivity results fro. the LP-IO model by the Energy

Committee (1981a), which reflects that, for the same level

of en~rgy consamption, the NISE-IO approach yields a higher

level of GDP. As compared and explained in Table 4.1, this

is because the RISE-IO model considers energy priorities

when energy supply decreases (see also section 6.1).

Another difference is that the RISE-IO model controls the

"allowable error" of the whole non-inferior set curve, while

the LP-IO model does not. Prom section 5.2.1 (Fiqure 5.3),

one knows the "possible errorsn from segments AD, DC, CE,

and EB are 8.15%, 1.511, 0.83% and 1.SS of P12,



Figure 5.9: Comparison of the Empirical Results between the NISE-IO and
the LP-IO Models
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~espectively. By contrast, in the LP-IO model, this

information is not reflected on segments A-D', D'C', and

C'B. In additian, Harris (1982) argued that the LP model

needs more runs of sensitivity analysis to identify the

kinks in the nondominated surface while the UISE iiode.!

~equires fewer runs.

5.3.2

This sectioa compares the UISE-IO model with a~ I/O model

used by the Chinese Petroleum corporation (CPC) in 1980.

The latter study was to project fifteen types of energy

demand up to 1989 by a classical input-output mode.!. The

model states (CPC, 1980, p. 13):

E = D (I-A+!) -1 Y

lihere:

E = projected energy demand .atrix.

D = enerqy coefficient matrix.

!l = matrix of import coeffcients.

y = matrix of final demand.

This is a "descriptive" model. Y is first determined by

econometric projections~ ~heD, {I-A+H)-lI produces X, the

output level of each sector. E = DX is, therefore, the

energy demand level.
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The HISE-IO approach is a normative or optiaization

mode~. To derive I. more factors are considered than simply

the Leontief matrix (I-A+H). Within the constraints, the

resource inputs matrix R. the availability of the resource

vector B. the minimum consumption level Fmin, and the sector

expansion capacities K are all considered. Therefore, there

are substaAtia~ grounds to argue that the HISE-IO model is

more comprehensive than that of the aforementioned CPC I/O

model. Consequently, the energy demand pattern derived by

this NISR-IO approach should be more pertinent in terms of

the models' coaprehensiveness.

Because of the differences in classification of the

studied energy types (fizteen types for the CPC study vs.

eiqht types for the present study), the actua~ empirical

results of the t~o stUdies cannot be co.pared. ~ore

information is needed as to the definition of data

classification of the CPC study before one can aggregate the

fifteen energy types to the eight types of energy of the

present study. It is hoped this research can be extended in

the future.
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5.3.3

This section contaiBs a comparison between the present

study and an econometrics study by Chern (1984). Both

studies examine the celationship between GDP and energy use.

Chern (1984) utilized an econometrics model to estiaate

the historical relationship between energy demand and

economic qrowth of fifteen developing countries (inc~udiDg

Taiwan, the Republic of China). The estimated function was

formed as:

l~{E/POP) = BO + 81 In{GDP/POP) + Bl ~DP + B2 InIND + e

where:

E = total. energy consumption,

POP = population,

GDP = total real gross domestic products,

P = energy pcice,

IND = share of GDP in the industrial sector,

e = error term, and

Bi = parameters to be esti~ated.

As Chern notes that his study resu~ts are only preliminary

and may contaia problems of mUlticollinearity and serial

correlation, wkich need to be further investigated, this
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section does not intend to compare these empirical results.

The emphasis of the comparison are on the methodological

aspects.

In the present study, the "trade-ofis curve" between GOP

and enerqy is identified in Fiqure 5.4. Now if one reverses

the horizontal axis as shown in Figure 5.10, this curve

becomes a product~on-like function, i~ustrating the

relationship between energy as an input and GDP as an

output. 7his curve with the slope of GOP over energy use

declininq from point B to E, C, 0, and A, is deceptively

appears to be a marginal decreasing production function

estimated fro. an econo~etric approach, e.g., the

above-mentioned one by Chern. 9 There are 6 however, some

differences distinguishing the two.

First, due to the linear assumption (constant return to

scale), the notion of marqinal decreasing productivity does

not apply to the IISE-IO model's curve~ i.e.~ aZ/dXi cannot

be observed. t O ~he reason for the decreasing slope of t~is

iISE-1O curve is because of the different GDP/energy

efficiency of economic sectors (see section 6.1.1 for

9 The shape of this NISE-IO curve would be smoother if aore
kinks are derived by narrowing dowD the desired degree of
accuracy to be less than 10% of P12.

10 See section 7.2 for the model's assumptions and
relaxation of the linear assumption.



Figure 5.10: The Production-Like Function Derived by the NISE-IO Model
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details), not the la~ of diminishing productivity.

Second, iA econometric approaches, when the BLUS11

estimator is determined, prob~ems of heteroscedasticity,

multicollinearity, autocorrelation, and trans.itted error

terms may occur. 12 On the other hand, progra••ing approaches

avoid mUlticollinearity problems fro. exogenous price

variables. and its supply responses of inputs can be

examined through variation of the input prices fro. the

dual.

Third, the implications of these tvo approaches differ as

follows. Proqramminq techniques form a managerial analysis.

indicatinq "what the economy should ben and "what the

optimal solution is"; while the econometric approach is a

historical analysis (time series or cross-sectional are both

based on histocical and/or current data), investigating

"what the econoay actually is" and "what the best-fit

solution is." In addition, this type of programming

technique is generally used for studying the supply side,

while most econometric approaches have focused on the demand

side.

11 BLDS stands Lor Best Linear Unbiased (BtU) with Scalar
(5) covariance matrix in the fora Q2I.See Johnston (1972,
p. 254).

12 See Johnston (1972) for discussions of these problems.
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Shumway and Chanq (1911) derive supply relatioDs from a

profit-maximizing LP model for Californian commodities and

compare the supply relations with estimates from time-series

regressions. They note (pp. 345-346):

"it is not apparent a priori that the positive
estimate should in all cases be more reliable than
the LP estimate. Because the positive estimate is
based on fitting a linear regression to historical
data with least-squared error, one expects it to
describe what has actually ocurred in the past
and, if past policies and relationships among
variables remain stable, to predict more
accurately than the LP-derived estiaate. Positive
estimates may neither accurately describe the past
nor accurately predict if one o~ more of the
standard statistical assumptions are violated,
e.g., errors in data measurement or aggregation,
high correlaton among independent variables,
omission of relevant variables, or incorrect
anticipation of the form of the relationship.

In contrast, using a combination of historical
and synthetic data and imposing a behavioral
assumption (typically profit maximization), linear
proqramming describes what "should" have happened
rather than what did happen. Perhaps its most
important strength is that it can simulate the
effects of exogenous forces and policies for which
historical observation are not available."

Their conclusion is that (p. 356):

"Apparently, greater realism in LP's specification
of producers' behavioral properties and
environment is required to produce real vorld
results that improve substantially on simple
econometric models where th~ latte~ are also
appropriate."

The above quotations lend support to the discussions aDd

comparisons in this section. To compare the present stmdy

to that by Shumvay and Chang (1911), two points are noted.
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First, since this study focuses on the macro-level, the

referred "producer" here aeans "the whole econolly." Second,

the RISE-IO curve is derived by varying "preferences"

between GO? and energy use (see section 6.1 for details),

rather thCUl by varying "prices."

As the noninferior solutions derived from this study are

compared with those froll the LP model in section 5.3.1, note

that point AI (Figure 5.9) stands for a normal case without

energy disruption. Since this is the government (Energy

Committee) projection, one can thus hypothetically use the

1,825,000 units GOP of point AI as a "normal" or "moderate"

perforllance of 1986 raivan economy. Comparing with the

derived noniaferior solutions from this study, point D which

possesses a level of 1,853,000 units GDP (close to the GOP

level of point AI) represents a possible consequence of a

"Iloderate policy.. II Siailarl.y, point A which has a higher

GDP level (1,933,000 units) represents a possibl.e

consequence of an "aggressive policy," and points C and E

vith lover GDP levels (1,609,000 and 1,206,000 uDits,

respectively) represent possibl.e econoaic consequences of a

IIconservative policy" (see also section 2.6). Table 5.4

shovs GOP growth of these policy alternatives based on the
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actual GDP level of 1978. Their policy implications vill be

discussed in the next chapter.
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Table 5.4

GDP Indicators of Policy Alternatives:
Four Scenarios for 1986

Units Index Annual Growth Rate
($25,000)a (%) (1978-1986 )

1978 Actual Level 1,015,000 100

1986 Scenario Eb 1,206,000 119 2.2%

1986 Scenario Cb 1,609,000 159 5.9%

1986 Scenario DC 1,853,000 183 7.8%

1986 Scenario Ad 1,933,000 191 8.4%

a1978 prices.

bRepresents conservative policy.

cRepresents moderate policy.

dRepresents aggressive policy.

Source: Same as Table 5.1.



Chapter VI

POLICY IMPLIC!TIONS AND ALTERNATIVES

This chapter first determines the policy implications of

the empirical fiAdinqs with regard to the five issues

defined in chapter two and, then, analyzes the predefined

policy alternatives.

In Figure ~4, the "trade-offs curve" between GDP and

energy use is identified. This figure shows that for

scenario C to scenario E, the economy trades off (Gc-Ge)

units of bOP for (Ec-Ee) units of energy. Rare accurately,

one can investigate trade-offs of energy use for each

$25,000. For example, from zero level of GOP to 1,206,000

units (one unit is equal to $25,000) GDP, the economy trades

off 14.2 KLOE for each $25,000. This is simply calculated

fLom the energy required l~vel, 17,117,000 KLOE, over the

1~206,000 units GDP. In the same way, from 1,206,000 to

1,609,000 units GOP, 16.0 KLOE is traded off for each

$25,000. From 1,609,000 to 1,853,000 units GDP, 20.6 KLOE

is traded off for each $25,000. From 1,853,000 to 1,933,000

units GDP, 57.8 KLOE is traded off for each $25,000.

140
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Significant variations can be observed after performing

sensitivity analyses based on different scenarios. These

sensitivity variations are on the most important factors,

i.e., the objective variables of maximizing GDP and

minimizing energy use, rather than on other variables such

as those of the right hand side as conventional LP does. In

other words, sensitivity analyses are on varying the weight

(or "slope") between the two obj~ctives. For example, more

~eiqht is placed upon the GDP objective for scenario A than

that for scenario D. In like manner, more is placed on that

for scenario D than that for scenario C, more on that for

scenario C than that for scenario E. As a result, segments

AD, DC, CE, and EB become steeper and steeper. This point

and its implications will be elaborated in subsequent

sectioms.

!£~~g~iDg ~ ~~tg~~ ~£g~~i£ GrQ~th g~te wi!h
~~D~!~~ ~Qn§g~etiQB Q! Ene~gy

Theoretically, when the marginal revenue products of

energy inputs to each sp-ctor are all equal, the ecoDoay

achieves its best allocation of energy resources.

Conversely, to achieve this idea~ situation, energy should

be ~located to those sectors efficient in energy use. This

point is straightLorward to see. The key is to define a
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rea~istic amount of energy for allocation and to identify

the potential capacity of each sector able to absorb these

available energy resources. These aspect~ are all embodied

in the mechanism of the NISE-IO model.

The objective function, max Z = GDP - Energy, directs

enerqy into the efficient sectors. The constraints, setting

ax =< Band (I-A+ft)I >= Fmin, identify the amouat of energy

free to be directed for production. HX =< B represents the

total supply of resources. After satifyinq the mini.ua

final consumption, Fmin, the remaining a.ount of energy is

available for production. Each sector, however, has its

capacity bounds for production (service sectors are

exceptions~. This is represented in the third constraint

set It =< Kxt-i. Accordingly, energy is first directed to

the most GDP/energy efficient sector until that sector's

upper hound is reached. Energy then goes to the second-most

efficient sector, and so on.

From the last paragraph, two allocating effects of the

HISE-IO model are noted. The allocating effect between

final consumption and intermediate production is determined

first by the level of Fmin, an exogenous variable, and

secondly by allocating effects arising from adjusting the

production s~ructure of the economy. This second mechanism

is simulated endogenously.
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In the present st~dy, the emphasis is on production

allocation effects. Fmin is thus set at the lowest possible

levels. those used in the LP-IO model by the Energy

Committee (1981a). rhe advantage of this arrangeae~t is

that more energy is available for achieving a higher level

of production. ~his also describes the case suitable for

contingency plaAning given energy disruption. On the other

hand, the disadvantage of this low Fain is that for the case

of a prosperous economy, people will want to consume more

and hence drive Fmin up. Except within a strict comm~aist

or socialist co~try. government may not be able to control

the population's level of consumption.

Since the changes of B. Fmin. and/or K viII lead to

different solutions af the study. to determine appropriate

levels for these exo~enous variables is critical. To

consider different situations, the analyst or the decision

maker .ay want to set several scenarios for these exogenous

variables to test and compare the simulation results. The

parameters in the moiel could, then, be easily calculated

and provide useful informaton to the issue of "achieving a

certain economic growth rate with mini.um cODsa.ptioD of

energy" (see Table 6.1). In this study, year 1986 has been

taken as a demDDstration case. Policy implications of the

numerical results will be presented and discussed in the



following sections. all closely related to this overall

sllbiect.
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Table 6.1

Achieving a Specified GOP with a Minimum
Consumption of Energy (1986)

GOP Energy

Units Index Units Index
($25,OOO)a (%) (KLOE) (%)

Scenario E 1,206,000 100 17,117,000 100

Scenario C 1,609,000 133 23,556,000 138

Scenario 0 1,853,000 154 28s259,000 165

Scenario A 1,933,000 160 33,213,000 194

a1978 prices.

Source: Same as Table 5.1.
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since the "le ad time" and cost of energy project

investment are significant, projection of energy supply aRd

demand is an important task. For example, Taiwan Pover

Company has experienced electricity over-supply probleas

during the past tvo years. %his year. construction of the

fourth nuclear po~er plant vill begin. The estimated cost

up to ·the expected 1994 completion date is 4.5 bil1ion

dollars. Will this investment add to the present

overcapacity? %his type of problem requires an effective

tool for projection analysis.

Descriptive. predictive. and normative models discussed

in section 3.1 are all capable of making such a projection.

For example, the input-output multipliers and coefficients

model used in this study and the previously mentioned I/O

model by the Chinese Petro~eum Corporation (see section

5.3.2) are typical descriptive modelsQ The Leontief matrix,

(I-A*M). describes detailed information on the economy.

Econometric .odels such as the one by Chern (see section

5.3.3) are predictive in nature. Based on past behavior, it

is predicted taat the economy Hill contiDue to perform as it

has done previously. The RISE-IO model presented ia this

study is a normative-oriented model. Managerial factors

sach as Fmin. K. and 8 are included.
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As arqued in chapter three, in the field of energy

economics and policy, the managerial approach of this study

serves as a research tool better than the other approaches.

In the process of enerqy planning, the managerial role of

the qovern~ent should leqitimately be taken into account.

The energy economy could perform better if government were

appropriately involved. However, one point should be borne

in mind, i.e., solutions and conclusions of this type of

model imply an "optimal," which is generally "better" than

the real, situation. In reality, the econoay aay always

perform less than the optimum due to poor management or

~amanaqeahle factors. The conclusions arisinq fro. these

empirical findings imply the direction of government efforts

towards a better situation. In other words, the e.pirical

findings derived from this NISE-IO model tend to suqqest a

hiqher GDP and/or a lower energy consumption level than the

real situations in the economy. This could be verified by

checking the model's results with those of the real energy

economy. Table 6.2 shows that the derived average annual

qrowth rate of the overall energy consuaption from 1978 to

1986 (1.8~' is lower than the actual situation from 1978 to

1982 (3.1S). oil consumption is particularly lover than the

real case, while coal and electricity are about the same.

Note that the primary concern of this NISE-IO model is not

to predict the real economy. but to see how much the real
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economy can improve and/or how energy decision makers can

better aanaqe energy-economic problems in order to meet

specific economic goals. The comparison shown in Table 6.2

implies that the Taiwan economy could achieve a similar

level of GDP with less energy consumption provided that it

uses more coal and electricity and that it reduces oil use.

The economy must be restructured {as suggested by Table 5&2

and Figure SuS) b~foce this enerqy situation CaD be

fulfilled. ~he considerations of economic restructuring are

discussed in section 6.1.4.



Table 6.2

Comparison of the NISE-JO Model Results and the
Real Energy EC0nomy in Taiwan

Derived Annual Actua1 Annual
Growth Rate Growth Rate d

Types (1978 - 1986)c (1978 - 1982)

Electricity 4.5% 4.7%

Coal a 12.5% 12.5%

Oil b -7.3% -0.7%

Overall Energy 1.85s 3.1%

alncludes coal and coke.

blncludes motor gasoline, diesel oil, fuel oil, and others oil.

CBased on the results of Scenario ~.

dBased on figures of 1978 and 1982 in Table 2.2.

Source: Same as Table 5.1.
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6.1.3

Lovering energy e~asticity depends on both non-economic

and economic constraints. The non-economic aspects deal

with institutional regulations, mechanical techniques for

energy conservation or for substitution of energy, etc. and

are beyond the scope of this study. The economic aspects

are the focus of th~s section which examines two points (as

mentioned in chapter two):

(1) the energy intensity of each sector, and

(2) the proportional weights of energy-intensive

sectors as compared with less-energy-intensive sectors.

This study defines, estimates, and justifies the relevance

of various types of energy inteBsity as in chapters four and

five.

Table 5.1 reveals that agriculture, machinery, household

electrical appliances, electronic products, other transport

equipment, and service sectors have relatively low

energy/income final demand coefficients, while fisheries,

the paper industry, acid and alkaline, chemical fertilizer,

chemical petroleum products, cements, glass, non-metallic

mineral products, steel and iron, aluminum, and land

transportation are relatively energy intensive with high
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energy/income fina.l demand coefficients. 13 Opti.iliall~vels o:f

each sector (including both the energy-intensive and

less-energy-intensive ones) have been projected as shown in

TaD.le 5.2 and Figure 5.5. Prom this, the proportionl

we~ghts aaong sectors have been determined. If the

government could IIdi~ect" the economy toward the optillal

production patterns ~f the scenarios as suggested by this

study, the energy elasticity ~ould be lowered to a better

position. Directing the economy toward a hetter structure

is the topic of the following section of "industrial

restructuring. "

A re.levant point regarding a lovered energy elasticity

should be noted. In the studies by OAAI (1982a; 1982ht, one

illportant suggestion is to use nuclear pover as a

replacement for petroleum consumption in generating

electricity. rhis point is consistent with the findings of

the present study. Nuclear energy in this study is

represented by sector five, the "Other Minerals" sector. It

is one of the highest production sectors with a ij30~ output

level (upper bound of the capacity constraint) co.pared with

that of the base year, 1918, for all scenarios. This

13 Most of these high energy/income final demand
coefficients sectors are comformable with those
energy-intensive sectors defined by the Overseas Advisory
Associates, Inc. (OAAI) as discussed in section 2.5.3.
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indicates that Buc~ear energy has been given priority for

deve~oping the econo~y as well as serving as viabl~ means of

lowering energy e~asticity.

6.1.4

A lengthy technical discussioD would be needed to discuss

fully the poteatial role of each individual sector for

industria~ restructuring. l • Instead, this section highlights

soae conceptual frameworks for policy makers examining

industrial restructuring issues. The salient points are as

follows:

(1) ~nterindustry Considerations--Each sector should be

eYa~uated within the larger perspective of the whole

economy, not iso~ated as an independent body. For example,

although No. 152 1 "Steel and Iron" and No. 22 nAlumi. Dum- "''''0.........
both relatively energy-intensive activiti~s (with 56.68 aDd

77.43 units of energy/income final demand coefficients,

respectively), they have high levels of production (see

Table 5.2 and Figure 5.5). rhis is because these two

products are important intermediate inputs for other

I. The potential of each sector for industrial restructuring
should be further explored in the future to co.plemeDt
the results of the present study.

15 -Ho.- means the code of the sector.
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enerqy-efficient sectors of the economy. Their production

levels are influenced by the "derived demand" forces from

other sectors. i •

(2) Industrial Blocks--Industrial restructuring should be

carried out ili terms of whole blocks of industries. For

examp~e, Ho. 25 "Macainery,n No. 26 "Househo1d E1ectrical

Appliances," No. 21 "Electronic Products,n and Bo. 28

"E1ectrica1 Apparatus" represent the "Electrical !achinery

Blocks." Also, Nos. 16 to 2~, represent the "Heavy

Petrocheaica~ and Meta1 Blocks." These blocks, formulated

as "packages," possess relatively consistent produc tion

patterns due to strong ties among these sectors. For

examp1e, production levels of the "Petroche.ical and !etal

Blocks" (from Nos. 16 to 2~) al~ simultaneously fall as

enerqy input faLls from scenario A to scenario D (see Table

5.2 and Figure 5.5).

(3) Forward aad Backward Linkages--Forward and backward

linkages show how stronqly each sector is tied with other

sectors of the econoay. Forward linkages result from

increases in the range of supply and increased

attractiveness uf product prices for buyers in subsequent

stages of production due to econoaies of scale. Backward

16 This forward linkage is discussed in a later paragraph in
this section.
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linkages result from increased factor requirements thus

offering qreater productive stimuli to the supplier. These

two effects together determine the "key" sectors in the

economy which, through growth, will pro.ate or generate

growth in other sectors of the economy. To determine these

linkages and defi~e the key sectors, further research as

described in Rasmussen (1957) would be required.

An investigation into the means, e.g., ~hrouqh taxation

or fina~cing policy/strategy, for accomplishing industrial

restructuring would require further research and is beyond

the scope and time constraint of the present study.

6.1.5

There are t~o alternative interpretations of the 1973

Arab oil embargo. To some observers. the political

considerations invo~vinq the Arab-Israeli conflict were a

facade camouflaging the major objective of embargo

participants--that of extracting monopoly profits for oil~

Prom this standpoint, the OPEC price increase of 1973-1974

vas engineered by the OPEC rulers with or without collusion

from the major oil companies. Proponents of this hypothesis

point to the fact that oil prices did not drop to preeabargo

levels after the Arab embargo was lifted. Assu.ing this
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view is correct, the consuming nations really do not have a

nationa1 security pr~b1e~; they face a monopoly problem.

rbis suggests that the oil exporters would never want to

charge a price in excess of the full monopoly price, nor

prohibit oil exports.

In contrast, most observers take the view that the oil

embargo was a matter of politics, not economics. This means

Arab oi1 exporters may adopt policies that. even though they

may inflict some loss on themse1ves, inflict even greater

losses on the consuaiag nations. The fact that these

political motivations someti~es dominate the model of

economic self-interest implies the world is dealing at times

with a rational, profit-maxiaizing cartel and occasionally

with an "irrationalll adversary desiring to inflict greater

loss than it sustains. Arguaents in support of this

viewpoint further emphasize that the ftidd1e East is a most

unstable area politica1ly, owing not only to the

Arab-Israe1i conflict and internal instabilities as

demonstrated An Iran, but a1so the split between radical and

conservative regiaes and the possibility of eventual Soviet

naval intervention in the Persian Gulf. This interpretation

of the 1913 Arab oil embargo sugqests a real political

problem (Griffin and Steele, pp. 20. 28. 193-194).
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This study takes the second viewpoint. The long-time

conf~ict between Iran and Iraq has recently become an

international problem. statistics show that from ~arch to

May 1984. mare than fifteen ships and tankers were attacked

in the Persian Gulf. Taiwan's oil import dependence on this

area (Middle East) is presently 85% (see Figure 2.3). The

tanker teams of CAinese Petroleum Corporation have been

sailing through the Persian Gulf for years. Taiwan's

concerns about oil disruption froa this channel are,

there£ore. urgent.

Assuminq a disruption ~f energy supply, what will be the

impacts on the national economy? Using energy-level

scenario D (Figure 5.4) as the 100~ level, meaning a

"normal" or "moderate" performance of 1986 Taiwan econOIlY,

scenarios C and E become 83% and 61%, respectively,

indicating euergy disruption levels of 17% and 39%.

Consequently, GDP drops by 13% and 35% respectively. When

energy supply is disrupted, the shocks on the "Heavy

Petrochemical and !etal Industries· (Hos. 16-24), ·Paper

Industry" (No.9), "Rubber and Products" (No. 10), "Acid and

Alkaline" (No. 11), nPlastics" (No. 12), and "Plastic

Products" (No. 13) are significant. On the other hand, the

"Services Sectors" (Nos. 36-45), "Electrical !achinery

Sectors" (Nos. 20-28), and "Agriculture" (No.1) are
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insiqnificantly affected. rhe degree of shock on each

sector depends on the sector's energy intensit7 ane its

interrelationships with other sectors. The more energy

intensive the sector and the sronger its interrelationships

with other energy-intensive sectors, the more impact on its

outputs, and vice versa.

After assessing the economic impacts of energy supply

dis~aptiou, the second step is to recommend to the poli=y

maker a set of iaple.entable strategies for managing this

type of problem. In view of the above assessments, the

author would like to propose strategies as follow.

From scenario D to scenario C--In this case, GDP drops

13% given a 17i enerqy supply disruption, reflecting a

relatively moderate economic shock. The proposed strategies

are (1) to stop exporting any type of energy, especially

petroleum products; (2) to reasonably escalate relative

prices of energy goods, using higher energy prices to

discouraqe energy consumption in a manner coincident with

the expected decrease in supply; and (3) to infora those

industries sensitive to energy supply disruption not to

expand their capacities in the short run. If the disruption

of energy supply does not vorsen or last a long time,

further drastic measures would not be expected. At present,
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Taiwan POller CO.llpany has four million metric tons of coal in

storage, equivalent to nine 1I0nths national consumption.

Chinese Petroleua cocporation has three months refined oil

pcoducts in storage. As long as the oil embargo or energy

supply disruption do Dot last longer than the allount of

stored fuel, the disruption should not be considered a

serious proble.. A concern is that the psychological

factors could ser~e to deteriorate the pragmatic, planned

responses to the problem.

Fro. scenario D to scenario E--GDP drops 35~ after a 39~

disruption in energy supply. This is a very serious shock.

Under these circumstances, energy prices must be fixed and a

rationing poli=y implemented. The prioritization by which

energy is allocated to various sectors foras the basis of

the rationing policy. The rationed amount for each sector

and means to implement the rationing should also be

determined on a Just and efficient basis. This would call

for another, very important study (see Landsberg, 1980, pp.

109-110,130).
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This section analyzes predefined policy alternatives

based on empirical findings. The focuses are on the

economic consequences of and energy requirements for these

policy alternatives.

6.2.1

Both scenarios E and C have heen discussed in section

6.1.5 as cases of enerqy disruption. Conversely, they could

also be considered conservative policy.

Between these two alternatives, scenario E with 1,206,000

units GD2, iAdicatinq a total of 19~ (or an average of 2.2%

annual) GD2 growth for the period from 1978 to 1986, seems

unrealistic (see Table 5.4). At this GDP level, only

aqriculture (No.1, 137%),17 other minerals (No.5, 430%),

products of wood and bamboo (No. 8, 214~), household

electrical appliances (No. 26, 430%), and electronic

products (No. 27, 430%) have high production with positive

sector surplus, while all other sectors fall to zero sector

slacks. There are twenty-sev~n sector.s with production

levels less than those of the base year 1978 (see Table 5.2

17 iithin tnese parenthesese, "NO." means sector and n%n
means production level of 1986 in relation to 1978.
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and Figure 5.5). This is not realistic. Therefore,

scenario E shou1d serve better as a contingency plan rather

than a "prior" policy planning option.

Scenario C, with 1,609,000 units GDP, implying a total of

59~ (or an average of 5.9~ annual) GDP growth for the period

from 1978 to 1986 is a good example of a conservative policy

{see Table 5.4~. At this level of econo.ic activity, other

than those five sectors mentioned in the last paragraph,

electrical apparatus (No. 28, 430%), other transportation

equip~nt (No. 30, 430%), and other .anufacturers (Ho. 31,

430i) possess high levels of production. Energy

requirements at this point are 23,556,000 KLOE. Energy

sectors such as coal industry (No.3, 48%), crude petroleum

and natural gas (No.4, 99%), petroleum raw materials (No.

16, 84~), and petroleum refininq products (Ho. 33, 92%) show

production levels below the base year, 1978, indicating

energy shortaqe. On the other hand, "other minerals" (No.

5, 430~), represeuting nuclear energy, shows very hiqh

production. As a reSUlt, electricity (No. 34, 1461) also

has higher production. Furthermore, coal products (No. 32,

158%) also has a higher production, implyinq that increase

of coal importation is required. These implications conform

to the enerqy situation of the realistic world--nuclear

(implying electricity) and coal are substitute for oil,

especially with an oil-supply shortage.
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6.2.2

Scenario D, witl 1,853,000 units GDP, represents a

relatively prosperous economy, showing a total of 83% (or an

average of 7.8% annual) GDP growth for the period from 1978

to 1986 (see Xahle 5.4). Many other sectors, such as coal

production (No.3, 80%), food products (Ho. 6, 171%),

plastic products (Noe 13, 430~), machinery (No. 25, 430S),

and e~ctricity (No. 34, 248%) have high production and

positive sector s~acks. Among these s1acks, surpluses in

the coa1 industry and the electricity sector should be

interpreted as a higher level of final consumption. As

explained in a previons paragraph of this chapter, when a

prosperous economy stablizes, people may want to consume

more, i.e., a highe~ level than preset minimum final

consumption (Fmin). Since electricity (for general

consumers) and coal. (for rural consullers) proTide the basis

for a better standard of living. this inference is sensible

and acceptable.

Energy requirements of this moderate policy are

28,592,000 KLOE. Xhose energy sectors (other than the

above-mentioned coal industry. other minerals, and

e1ectricity) are still binding constraints of the ec~noIlY.

rhey are crude petroleum and natural gas (No.4. 1271),
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petroleum raw materials (No. 16, 155%), and petroleum

re£ininq products (Na. 33, 117%). This implies that oil and

oil products should be imported only to the level ~hich

meets the needs of iRtermediate production and mini.um final

consumption.

Scenario A, with 1,933,000 units GDP represents a rapidly

qrowinq economy, meauinq a total of 91% (or an average of

8.4$ annual) GDP growth for the period from 1978 to 1986

(see Table 5.4). Some enerqy-intensive sectors such as

fisheries (No.2, 137%), petrochemical raw materials (No.

16, 214~), other ind~strial chemicals (No. 17,211%), other

metals (No. 23, 430~), metallic products (Uo. 24, 329%),

petroleum refining products (No. 33, 139%), and

constructions (No. 35, 277%) coae into high p~odQction with

substantial slack surplus. Other energy sectors such as

other minerals (No.5, 430%), coa~ products (No. 32~ 182%),

and electricity (No. 34, 248%) are also found at high

production levels. Energy requirements of this aggressive

policy are 33,213,000 KLOE. If the government is p~anning

an economic pGli~1 like scenario A, abundant energy

resources should be guaranteed.
~

Energy investments, e.g., a

deep vater harbor fot coal importation and storage space,
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should he planned. ~ontracts of energy purchase, e.g.,

nuclear fuel, coal amd oil, should be expanded and arranged

in ad vance.

6.. 2.4

As elaDorated in section 4.2.3, value judgment on the

alternative choices in aultiohjective generating techniques

(e.q., the NISE-IO algorithm in this study) should be made

not by tae analyst, but by the decision maker after t~~

generating of the model and analysis of policy implications

are completed. Therefore, the author does aat .axe

conclusions or recommendations about which policy

alternative should be adopted. Policy makers should do this

based on their impli=it or explicit preferences and other

relevant information not included in the present study.

However, one important point demonstrated here is that

electricity (i.plying nuclear power) and coal should play

key roles in the future energy system. Energy planners

should plan to i.ple.ent this strategy no matter which

policy alternatives are to be adopted.



Chapter VII

CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

This chapter summarizes the main findings and conclusions

of this study. Follaving the summary. the 1iaitations and

evaluations of this research are discussed and justifie~.

This study has utilized a computationally efficient

alqorithm consisting of an inteqration of the Non-Inferior

Set Estimation (NISE) method and a Leontief interindustry

model to investigate trade-offs hetween national GDP and

enerqy use in Taiwan. On the sectoral level, energy/income

final demand coefficients have been used within an

input-output context to ~stimate possible trade-offs between

sectoral income and energy use. The information derived

from these models' ~esults represents three policy

alternatives for energy decision makers to choose among and

provides answers to some of the key issues of energy

economic problems such as achieving a specified econo~ic

qrowth rate with minimum consumption of energy. the

relationship between energy demand/supply and economic

164
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develop.ent/growth, decreasinq the elasticity of energy,

consideratioiis for "in':Qstrial restructuring," and

estimating the economic impacts on the Taiwan ecoDoay under

assumed disruption of enerqy supply. To plan for the j986

Taiwan enerqy economy, based on the 1978 structure and

feasible management factors, the major conclusions and

policy recommendations of this study are:

(1) On the national level--From zero level of GD~ to

1.206,000 units (one unit is equal to $25,000) GDP, the

economy trades 14.2 KLOE for each $25,000. From 1,206,000

to 1,609,000 units GD~, 16.0 KLOE is traded for each

$25,000. From 1,609,000 to 1.853,000 units GDP, 20.6 KLOE

is traded for each $25,000. From 1,853,000 to 1,933,000

units GDP, 57.8 KLOE is traded for each $25,000 (see section

6.1 and Fiqure 5.4).

(2) On the sectoral level--"Che.ical Fertilizer" trades

off tae hiqhest total (direct plus indirect) energy use, 250

KLOE, for each total (direct plus indirect) $25,000 income

of the econoay. Other sectors with high energy/income

coefficients are: Cements and Products (156 KLOE/$25,OOO),

Acid and Alkaline (115 KLOE/$25.000), Coal Products (77

KLOE/S25,COO), and Aluminu. (77 KLOE/$25,OOO). Considering

enerqy efficiency alone, these sectors should not pursue
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aqqressive expan~~on. Coal Products and Aluminum, however,

should maintain a sufficient level of production due to

their interindustry linkages with other downstream sectors

(see Table 5.1 and sections 6.1.3 and 6cl.4).

(3) Achieving a specified economic growth rate with

minimum consumption of energy--using scenario E (1,206,000

u~its.of GOP and 17,117,000 KLOE) as the base, achievement

of a 331, 54~, 01; 60~ GDP growth with a minimull consullption

of energy vould require a 38i, 65%, or 94% increase of

energy consumption level, respectively (see section 6.1.1

and Table 6.1).

(4) The I;elationsbip between energy supply and econollic

qrowth is identified in this study as a production-like

function. Its implications, however, are different froll

those of a positively estimated eco~oMetric production

function vith decreasing marginal productivity (see sections

5.3.3, 6.1.1, and 6.1.2).

(5) The energy/income intensity of each sector and

industrial strQctul;e of the econollY have each been exallined

for lowerinq the elasticity of energy. Developllent of those

sectors with relatively 10v energy/incolle final demand

coefficients such as Agriculture, ftachinery, Household

Electrical Appliances. E1ectroDic Products, Electrical
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APparatus, other Transportation Equipment, and Service

sectors shou~d be encouraqed. On the other hand, expansion

of sectors with high energy/income final demand coefficients

such as Acid and Alkaline, Chemical Fertilizer, Chemical

Petroleum Products, :ements, Glass, and Non-metallic Mineral

Products should be curtailed (see Table 5.1 and section

6.1.3).

(6) Industrial restructuring shou~d consider

interindustry relatiGnship, industrial blocks, and the

forward and backward linkages among sectors. Some sectors

such as Steel and IrGn as veIl as Aluminum, though energy

intensive, should maintain a desirable production level due

to their strong linkages with other sectors (see section

6.1.4).

(1) Assuming a 11i or 39% disruption of energy supply,

GDP drops by 131 or 35%, respectively (see section 6.1.5).

(8) If energy disruption is moderate, e.g., 11%, sectors

such as Acid and Alkaline, Plastic, Plastic Products,

Petrochemical Raw !ateria~, Other Industrial Chemicals,

steel and Iron, Metallic Products and E.lecticity are

significantly affected. In this case, the government should

(a) stop exporting any type of energy products; (b)

reasonably escalate relative prices of energy goods; and (c)
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inform those ind~stries sensitive to energy s~pply

disruption not to (~xpand (or perhaps even to contract) their

capacities in the short run (see section 6.1.5 and Figure

5.5)~

(9) If the enerqy disruption is serious, e.g., 39S, most

sectors except Agriculture, Products of iood and Bamboo,

Ho~sehold Electrical Appliances, and Electrical Apparat~s

s~ffer severely. At s~ch a time, the government should fix

enerqy prices and imple.eDt a rationing policy. An

emerqency transportation and shipping plan should DOV be

studied so that it can be implemented imaediately if

conditions so require (see section 6.1.5 and Figure 5.5).

(10) In short, for economy restructuring, to reduce the

heavy reliance OD energy and raw-material imports, the

Taiwan economy sho~ld shift its industrial structure from

labor- and energy-intensive to less-energy-intensive,

hiqh-technoloqy, and light-enqineering manufacturing

ind~stries such as household electrical appliances and

electrical apparatus. Energy-intensive industries should be

discouraqed aDd only permitted in those cases in which there

is qood evidence the products will he competitive at vorld

prices. For energy restructuring, electricity (implying

nuclear power) and coal should be priorities for economic

development aDd substitutes for petroleum consumption.
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There are two majar limitations in the study--one of

scope and the other of the model mechanism itself. The

scope of this study is limited to first-level energy

economics and policy (see section 2.1), and is tied to the

two objectives of maximizing GLP and minimizing commercial

energy use. Many other factors are, therefore, beyond the

scope of this stUdy. For example, when planning economic

development, co.mercial energy resources must be considered

as one part of the tatal available resources; noncommercial

energy, capital, water, soil, etc. are equally important.

The whole picture must he examined in order to fUlly assess

economic energy policy. The same arguments extend to the

GDP side. other than GDP, many other concerns such as

employment, equity, security, and environmental consequences

are also relevant. 1 8 Because many of these aspects cannot be

quantified as economic disciplines, they fora the real

limitations of the scope of this study (see also sections

3.3 and 3.~i.

As to the limitations of the model mechanism, there are

at least two types. The first type is inherent in the

input-output analysis and_cannot be removed. It includes:

18 It is hoped that this study can be extended to inclu~e

three or more objectives along this line in the future.
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(1) market equilibrium--in the real world, the market is

seldoa in equilibrium; (2) perfect competition--the economy

may be close to, Dut not in, perfect competition. "arket

failures, other externalities and imperfect information

characterize any economy (see layard and Walters, 1978).

The second type of limitations is removable provided more

time, manpo~er, and funding are available. They are:

(1) The constant return to scale inherent in linear

production activities. To relax this assumption, aore

constraint functions may be included in the model. These

constraints describe different "recipes" for differeDt

production stages of the same product. For example, in the

case of marginally decreasing returns to scale, the model

may inclQde a variety of processes, each with its own upper

bound. The IISE-IO mechanism will then select the .ost

efficient first, using the less efficient processes to

atta~ higher output levels.

(2) Single~technology production. In a conventional

input-output model, each sector uses only one technology to

produce a single output. As a result, no substitution of

inputs lQr outputs) is possible. In the real economy,

producers substitute inputs as prices change. This behavior

COQld be captured in this model by shifts to alternate
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activities to produce goods in response to changes in shadow

prices. The energy-intensive sectors may b~ the first

candidates for such detailed gnalysis.

(3) Homogenous commodities. The output within a given

sector is assumed to be hoaogenous and completely

substitutable. But in the real market, every good has

different grades, shapes, and sizes. The obvious reaedy is

to disaggregate comm~dities. For example, the 1977

ninty-nine sector I/O table of the Taiwan econoay can be

used in this .odel to represent a more detailed

classification of commodities.

(4) Uniform p~ices across sectors. The assumption of

perfect competition implies that all buyers are price takers

and pay the same price for a given commodity. This is not

true. For example, in the United states different

localities may pay different prices for the same type of

eaerqy. A more nearly unifora situation exists in Taiwan,

because in most cases a single price for each energy product

(petroleum products, electricity, etc.) is set by the

government. Because special contracts, quantity discounts,

etc. still exist, the effect of nonuniform prices is similar

to that of nonhoaoQeneous coamodities. In this study, by

using physical units (KLOE) instead of a dollar balance for
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the energy sectors, this particular proble.is avoided. It

stil~ exists, ho~ever, for all nonenergy sectors.

(5) static analysis. This stUdy assumes the structure of

the economy remains unchanged from the base year 1978 to the

analytica~ year 1986. This might be questioned because, in

particular, no a~count is taken of the efforts to conserye

energy that resulted from higher energy prices. To make the

model dynamic, a capital-requirements matrix, a manpower

requirements matrix, and a matrix of technological change

must be included. Assemblinq such data ~ould require

extensive assistance from related government agencies and

would be beyond the time and manpower constraints of the

present research.

The time planning horizen (long-run vs. short-run) of the

model can be considered another possible limitation of this

study. Models dealing ~ith resource allocation and

utilization should be long-run aodels because the formation

of and the changes in the economic resources are very slow,

e.g., changes like capital, labor. water, and soil. The

energy resource, however, is different from the

above-mentioned resources in terms of supply changes.

Energy is largely imported, and changes aay be drastic and

very fast due to oil embargoes. This type of economic shock
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is very different from those arising from other domestic

resource changes. A louq-~un model may not be able to

capture this effect. On this hasis, short-ruD models are

needed to analyze this problem. As demonstrated in this

study, the HISE-IO algorithm serves as a powerful short-run

model.

Of course, the importance of the long-run model is

recognized, in particular because the Taiwan ecoDoay is in a

stage of transition (see Galenson, 1979, and Kuo, 1983, for

details). Industrial restructuring will occur over a long

period of time. In this regard, prices must be taken into

account and estimated parameters .ay need frequent

adjustments (e.g., as in Hudson and Jorgenson, 191q).

Although the short-run model is useful to evaluate sectoral

sensitivity to the disruption of energy supply, a aore

comprehensive long-run model is needed for a full

assessment. In the near future, the author ho~s to extend

the present study in these directioDs--hoth fro. the static

to the dynamic and from the short-run to the long-run.
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Despite this formidable list of qualifications and

provisos, this NISE-IO model is justified a useful tool.

First, the I/O table itself capt::res an enormous wealth of

detail (dependinq on ho~ many sectors the table includes)

concerninq the interde~endent structure of the economYm The

format of the table provides an internal consistency of

inputs and output within each sector and balance of

production and consu~ptioB among sectors. Similarly, the

energy flow matrix, R (in physical units), describes a clear

picture of how the economy utilizes different types of

energy sector by sector. With the aechanism provided by

this model, researchers are able to examine major forces in

the economy. This type of interindustry analysis is

virtually the on~y practical alternative to a massive

econometric model when industrial details are required.

Second, the RISE-IO model is more effective than the

conventional L~-IO model because true decisioD makinq is

involved and because of the consideration on energy

priorities when enerqy supply decreases. Also, it controls

romaximum possible error- of the whole noninferior curve

while LP-IO does not. In addition, it proved aore efficient

than 12-10 because the latter needs more runs (sensitivity
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analysis) to identify the real kinks of the nondominated

s~rface in the objective space (see sections 4.2.2 and

5.3.1).

Third, the HISE-I~ mechanisim is superior to ~oal

p~oqram~ing in terms'of quaranteeing nondoainant solutions

and providing more information, choice, and valid decision

maker-analyst interaction (see sections 4.2.3 and 4.3).

Another significant benefit of the model is that once the

model is set up, it is able to accommodate different points

of view quickly and with little effort. It has a definite

structure which forecasts different amounts of energy to be

used by different scenarios reflected in the values of the

riqht hand side of the model--B. Fmin, and K, the exogenous

determinants. The consistent framework of this model allows

policy maker to chec~ the actual GDP and production le¥els

of each sector with the results of the model to see if the

solutions are logical. consistent. and valid (see sections

4.2.5, 6.1.1, and 6.1.2).

In conclusion, this NISE-IO model is useful for tracing

the relationship b~tween economic goals and resoarce uses,

for assessing the relative impacts of faels and energy

shortaqes in the present economy. and for exaKining the

implications of industrial restructurinq in future years.
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In addition, with the importation matrix H included in this

model, it is capaule of investigating the consequences of

changing trade policy by imposing artificial diagonal

elements in matrix M. By modification to a dynamic aode1,

it can be used to analyze future impacts of present

investment and development policy decisions in the energy

field. This model is flexible and adaptable enough to

explore various issues involved in energy planning and,

above all, through its use, decision makers can easily trace

the functionings of the mechanism.
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